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Executive summary

Gateshead Council is preparing an Area Action Plan (AAP) to facilitate the regeneration of and
investment in vacant and underused brownfield land around the Metrocentre on the south bank
of the River Tyne. The area incorporates the Metrocentre, surrounding commercial, office and
industrial uses and is approximately 213 hectares in size.

This document will be used to inform the Stage 1 Baseline Report which will assess and
compile the technical studies required for Stage 1 of the AAP and will provide a concise
summary of the position at MetroGreen.

This report covers three elements; a review of existing information, an assessment of new
information and initial consultation with statutory providers. The new evidence comprises the
identification of constraints and opportunities that may affect future development together with a
capacity analysis to provide an indication of whether capacity is available to support the
anticipated loads of the development. The following key conclusions are made:

● The Newcastle & Gateshead Strategic Utility Study - 2010 and the Metrocentre District
Energy Scheme Feasibility Study - 2017 were reviewed. Based on these reports and
consultation with Gateshead Council, it was identified that a decentralised energy supply for
the MetroGreen area is currently not viable and will not be progressed as part of the Area
Action Plan.

● A review of existing utilities within the study area was undertaken based on utility plans.
These identified numerous strategic utilities and supporting infrastructure (predominantly
electrical) within the study area. Some of which may require diverting and others may require
space-proofing and upgrading to meet the needs of the proposed developments.

● Statutory utility providers for Gas, Electric and Telecommunications were contacted and a
capacity assessment requested for each supply. Responses confirmed that there is sufficient
capacity within the existing Gas and Virgin Media networks to meet the future developments
needs without the requirement for strategic infrastructure upgrades. The usual development
connections and developer’s connection costs would still apply. BT Openreach identified that
upgrades to their exchange would likely be required. Northern Powergrid identified that a
new High Voltage ring main and localised sub-stations would be required.

The information gathered from these three sources will be used to inform the option
development and testing which forms Stage 2 of the project. It will also be used to develop draft
strategies based on the preferred development option at Stage 3 of the project.
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1 Introduction

1.1.1 Gateshead Council is preparing an Area Action Plan (AAP) to facilitate the regeneration of and
investment in vacant and underused brownfield land around the Metrocentre on the south bank
of the River Tyne. The area incorporates the Metrocentre, surrounding shops, office and
industrial uses and is approximately 213 hectares in size.

1.1.2 The MetroGreen AAP will be a Local Development Document that forms part of the Gateshead
Local Plan. The 2015 adopted Planning for the Future Core Strategy and Urban Core Plan for
Gateshead and Newcastle (CSUCP) sets the strategic framework for this AAP. The AAP is a
statutory document that will provide detailed planning and design policies and guidance for the
area up to 2030 and beyond, setting out which land uses should go where, what infrastructure is
required and how it will be delivered.

1.1.3 This document will be used to inform the Stage 1 Baseline Report which will assess and
compile the technical studies required for Stage 1 of the AAP and will provide a concise
summary of the position at MetroGreen. The Baseline Report sets out the nature, extent, and
impact of each site constraint (including the strategic and local highway network, utilities, flood,
ecological, contamination, landscape, and archaeological aspects) and written analysis of the
site opportunities illustrated by plans and photography.  Discussions with key landowners,
statutory bodies, and utility and service providers will be an important part of the process.

1.1.4 The baseline report provides the detail and analysis to inform the option development and
testing which forms Stage 2 of the project. It will also be used to develop draft strategies based
on the preferred development option at Stage 3 of the project.

1.1.5 The project stages required to inform the production of the Area Action Plan are outlined below:

1.1.6 This document comprises the Stage 1 baseline review for Utilities and consists of three key
elements:

1. A review of previous energy and utility studies which have been undertaken in relation to the
MetroGreen area.

2. An assessment of existing utilities within the development area, who’s location will inform
option development.

Stage 1
Baseline

Stage 2
Option

Development
& Testing

Stage 3
Draft

strategies
based on
preferred

option

Stage 4
AAP Draft Plan

Stage 5
Final strategies

Stage 6
AAP

Submission
Draft Plan

Stage 7
AAP Minor

Modifications

Stage 8
Submission to
Secreatary of

State
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3. An assessment of existing utility capacity and additional strategic infrastructure upgrades
that will be required in terms of electricity, gas, and telecommunications.
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2 Legislation and Policy

2.1 Legislation
2.1.1 Energy and Utilities are governed by four key Acts, updated in recent years to reflect the move

towards sustainable energy generation and transparent energy supply.

● Infrastructure Act 2015 – enables the provision of key infrastructure with the aim of
increasing housing development.

● Energy Act 2013 – manages the decarbonisation of UK energy production through
sustainable energy production.

● Communications Act 2003 – provides authorisation for the wider provision of
telecommunication services.

● Utilities Act 2000 – regulates the utility market and makes information readily available.

2.2 Policy

National Planning Policy Framework

2.2.1 The National Planning Policy Framework sets out the Government’s planning policies for
England and how these are expected to be applied. It sets out the Government’s requirements
for the planning system only to the extent that it is relevant, proportionate and necessary to do
so. It provides a framework within which local people and their accountable councils can
produce their own distinctive local and neighbourhood plans, which reflect the needs and
priorities of their communities.

2.2.2 Section 5 of NPPF makes the following statements regarding the provision of high quality
communication infrastructure:

● Paragraph 42 - “Advanced, high quality communications infrastructure is essential for
sustainable economic growth. The development of high speed broadband technology and
other communications networks also plays a vital role in enhancing the provision of local
community facilities and services. “

● Paragraph 43 - “In preparing Local Plans, local planning authorities should support the
expansion of electronic communications networks, including telecommunications and high-
speed broadband. They should aim to keep the numbers of radio and telecommunications
masts and the sites for such installations to a minimum consistent with the efficient operation
of the network. Existing masts, buildings and other structures should be used, unless the
need for a new site has been justified. Where new sites are required, equipment should be
sympathetically designed and camouflaged where appropriate.”

2.2.3 Section 10 of NPPF makes the following statements regarding the generation of energy:

● Paragraph 96 - “…comply with adopted Local Plan policies on local requirements for
decentralised energy supply unless it can be demonstrated by the applicant, having regard
to the type of development involved and its design, that this is not feasible or viable…”

● Paragraph 97 - “…identify opportunities where development can draw its energy supply from
decentralised, renewable or low carbon energy supply systems and for co-locating potential
heat customers and suppliers.”
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2.2.4 The NPPF is currently undergoing consultation with proposed changes to the text. The draft text
proposes the following additional requirements:

● Paragraph 150: “To help increase the use and supply of renewable and low carbon energy
and heat, plans should:

a) provide a positive strategy for energy from these sources, that maximises the potential
for suitable development, while ensuring that adverse impacts are addressed
satisfactorily (including cumulative landscape and visual impacts);

b) consider identifying suitable areas for renewable and low carbon energy sources, and
supporting infrastructure, where this would help secure their development; and

c) identify opportunities where development can draw its energy supply from
decentralised, renewable or low carbon energy supply systems and for co-locating
potential heat customers and suppliers.”

● Paragraph 151: “Local planning authorities should support community-led initiatives for
renewable and low carbon energy, including developments outside areas identified in local
or strategic plans that are being taken forward through neighbourhood planning”.

● Paragraph 152: “In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should
expect new development to:

a) comply with any development plan policies on local requirements for decentralised
energy supply unless it can be demonstrated by the applicant, having regard to the type
of development involved and its design, that this is not feasible or viable; and

b) take account of landform, layout, building orientation, massing and landscaping to
minimise energy consumption.”

● Paragraph 153: “When determining planning applications for renewable and low carbon
development, local planning authorities should:

a) not require applicants to demonstrate the overall need for renewable or low carbon
energy, and recognise that even small-scale projects provide a valuable contribution to
cutting greenhouse gas emissions; and

b) approve the application if its impacts are (or can be made) acceptable. For wind energy
developments, this should include consideration of the local community’s views. Once
suitable areas for renewable and low carbon energy have been identified in plans, local
planning authorities should expect subsequent applications for commercial scale
projects outside these areas to demonstrate that the proposed location meets the
criteria used in identifying suitable areas.”

Core Strategy and Urban Core Plan for Gateshead and Newcastle upon Tyne 2010-2030

2.2.5 The purpose of the Plan is to set out a clear framework for growth in Gateshead and Newcastle
from 2010 to 2030. The strategy sets the quantity and location of new housing, employment
provision, shops, facilities, and other services together with transport and other infrastructure
provision.

2.2.6 Regarding Climate Change, Policy CS16 of the Core Strategy and Urban Core Plan (CSUCP)
states that any development will be required to:

1) “Use a good standard of building fabric, passive design, and landscaping measures to
minimise energy demand,

2) Be flexible from the outset to allow adaptation to alternative uses,
3) Deliver a good level of sustainability required by relevant government

schemes/guidance,
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4) Minimise its contributions and provide resilience to the ongoing and predicted impacts
of climate change,

5) Reduce its whole-life CO2 equivalent emissions impact, and
6) Optimise the use of local renewable or low carbon energy in accordance with the

following hierarchy:
i. Connection to an existing, or make provision for future connection, to a committed

wider decentralised energy scheme within a specified timeframe,
ii. Development of a decentralised energy scheme for the whole or significant portion

of a development from the outset, including joint schemes with significant adjacent
external energy loads,

iii. Incorporation of other renewable energy solutions,
iv. Incorporation of other low carbon energy solutions in accordance with current

government guidelines.”

● Paragraph 12.27: “Where no decentralised energy scheme exists, strategic and other large-
scale developments must evaluate the feasibility of providing a decentralised energy system
and, where feasible, implement such schemes. In addition to these requirements,
developments must also manage flood risk, taking into account the impact of climate change
as outlined in Policy CS17.”

2.2.7 The document also states that working with utility providers is a key requirement of the delivery
mechanism.

Making Spaces for Growing Places, Draft Plan, October 2017

2.2.8 Making Spaces for Growing Places (MSGP), Gateshead’s site allocations and development
management policies Local Plan document, sets out borough-wide policies for managing
development together with site allocations and designations.

2.2.9 The Gateshead Making Spaces for Growing Places document makes the following statements
regarding the provision of energy to any development:

● MSGP 9: Digital Infrastructure - “The necessary physical infrastructure to enable access to
information and digital communication networks will be integrated into all appropriate new
developments.”

● MSGP 29: Renewable Energy - “Renewable and low carbon energy schemes will be
assessed taking full account of their wider environmental, economic and social benefits” and
“Gateshead has potential for a wide range of energy projects, in particular decentralised
energy schemes like that in Central Gateshead in areas such as the Team Valley or
MetroGreen.”

Saved Gateshead Unitary Development Plan Policies, 2015

2.2.10 The Unitary Development Plan provides a context for a range of initiatives in the private and
public sectors, as well as forming the basis for the consideration of applications for planning
permission.

2.2.11 Policies MWR31-35 of the Gateshead UDP make statements on the use of renewable energy,
with the following specific statements regarding the generation of energy for new developments:

● MWR31 Renewable Energy Generation: “Development proposals to generate energy from a
full range of renewable energy sources, regardless of scale, will be encouraged to facilitate
the renewable energy generation of 22MW within Tyne and Wear to 2010.”
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● MWR 35: “The inclusion of the following measures to improve energy efficiency, minimise
energy and resource consumption, and embed renewable energy generation and
sustainable design within new and existing buildings will be encouraged by the Council…:

a. Energy efficiency and conservation measures such as roof and wall insulation,
window improvements, condensing boilers, high efficiency lighting, Combined Heat
and Power, community heating/heat networks;

b. Passive solar design such as layout, orientation, window and conservatory / atrium
design, natural ventilation and lighting and thermal buffering;

c. Small-scale renewable energy technologies such as solar panels, biomass heating,
small-scale wind turbines, photovoltaic cells and ground source heat pumps; and

d. Use of sustainable materials and measures to minimise water consumption”
 “The Council will require developers to demonstrate how major development will generate a
proportion of the site’s electricity or heat needs from renewables, wherever feasible.”

MetroGreen Scoping Report, 2015

2.2.12 The scoping report outlines that the AAP should be delivered to ensure development in the area
is delivered through a coordinated phased approach as required by the CSUCP. The key item
for Energy and Utilities is to:

● Section 4: “Consider opportunities for decentralised energy renewable energy generation.”

MetroGreen Option Study, 2015

2.2.13 This options report includes a preferred policy approach setting out where housing and
commercial development will be located as well as key infrastructure.

● Paragraph 4.80: “In addition to the CSUCP, which requires strategic or other large-scale
developments to evaluate the feasibility of providing a decentralised energy system and,
where feasible implement such schemes, the Council is looking at opportunities for
decentralised energy via a heat and power network in the MetroGreen area. Should this be
feasible a site for an energy centre will be identified in the AAP. The Council is also looking
at opportunities for renewable energy generation including the installation of solar panels on
the roofs of businesses.”

● Paragraph 4.86: “The MetroGreen area already contains or is adjacent to several elements
of strategic infrastructure, for example the river, National Grid electricity pylons, the A1,
Metrocentre transport interchange and the national rail network. For regeneration and
growth, the intention is to make the most of the existing infrastructure, upgrading and
improving it where possible, and investing in new strategic infrastructure where it is essential
to support sustainable growth, which is affordable, deliverable, timely and located where they
can safeguard and complement viable development.”
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3 Existing Evidence Review

3.1.1 Prior to undertaking an assessment of existing utilities and capacity within the study area, two
existing reports have been reviewed to understand previous work undertaken and conclusions
reached. These reports are the “Newcastle & Gateshead Strategic Utility Study - 2010” and the
“Metrocentre District Energy Scheme Feasibility Study - 2017”, and have been used to
understand the extent of previous investigations in the area and to inform ongoing
assessments.

3.2 Newcastle & Gateshead Strategic Utility Study, 2010
3.2.1 The Newcastle & Gateshead Strategic Utility Study was produced in 2010 for strategic

development areas in Newcastle and Gateshead. The study was part of the Joint Infrastructure
Development Plan (JIDP) with the overall aim of considering future strategic utility provision
within both council’s growth areas to foresee potential utility constraints and to allow planning of
required future interventions.

3.2.2 At the time of writing, the consultees raised the following general points which are pertinent to
ongoing development of the proposals:

● Major Initiatives Team (MIT) – “…raised the issue of joint utilities deployment on
development sites. The standard approach is for utilities to be deployed separately and an
upfront charge levied on developers. Joint Utilities deployment involves one firm deploying
ALL necessary utilities (energy, waste, communications, and water) then charging an annual
/ regular service charge / fee. The hope is that this will mean less disruption on site in terms
of deployment but also reduced upfront costs for developers. In addition to this it also
enables utilities to be available to a range of service providers rather than the standard
provider being the monopoly – e.g. an open access broadband network rather than BT. This
obviously benefits end users.”

● Highways – “Discussions at even earlier stages for diversion works would be preferable so
that the works could be coordinated with other council activities such as road widening, or
other maintenance works where possible.”

3.2.3 The above comments apply to the delivery of construction works and should be taken into
account when planning and phasing delivery of any development.

3.2.4 Consultees also raised the following specific points:

● NEDL – “Metrocentre currently has 5MVA spare capacity. The new developments may
require reallocation of some of the capacity around the vicinity of the Metrocentre, or
establishment of a new primary substation, or establishment of reinforcement from the
Newburn substation in Newcastle. This means that high voltage infrastructure will have to be
established under the River Tyne which can be costly. Newburn has surplus capacity from
the Newburn primary substation that was built in the area by One North East in the past for
the Newburn Riverside Business Park.  However, the capacity was never fully utilised.”

● NGN – “…noted that they have a well-developed network with spare capacity around
Gateshead Town Centre and Metrocentre. Newburn area has spare capacity from a large
(250mm) medium pressure main.”

● BT – “It was also mentioned that the cost to new developments which require new
connections will depend on the distance of the development from the nearest telephone
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exchange.  However, if the correct size of ducts is in place the cost for installing a fibre optic
cable is not that significant.  Higher costs to developments can occur where new ducts have
to be constructed, which involve road works.”

3.2.5 The above comments apply to historic utility capacity and any figures quoted will be updated
when undertaking consultation with utility providers to establish current capacity at the
development stage.

3.3 Metrocentre District Energy Scheme Feasibility Study, 2017
3.3.1 The Metrocentre District Energy Scheme Feasibility Study was produced by WSP in June 2017

and investigated the possibility of suppling heat and power to the MetroGreen area via a
decentralised energy network.

3.3.2 The study reviews the existing and anticipated future energy requirements for the MetroGreen
area. The study based its assessment on the MetroGreen Options Study (2015), further
discussions with Gateshead Council, and proposed an independent decentralised Energy
Centre to meet these needs. The study however established that an Energy Centre was unlikely
to be viable due to the high capital cost and slow return on investment.

3.3.3 Following consultation between Mott MacDonald and Gateshead Council (GC) in October 2017,
GC confirmed that they agreed with the findings of the study and did not wish for a
decentralised energy centre to be considered as part of this Utilities Study and AAP. GC did
however state that the possibility of a smaller localised energy centre is being considered
separately to meet the needs of existing developments that will be retained only. This is in the
early stages of development and any capacity analysis for the future development of
MetroGreen should be progressed on the basis that the Grid will supply all energy demand as
opposed to a decentralised energy network.

3.3.4 The study also noted that the former Graphite Resources Derwenthaugh EcoParc (now owned
by Catfoss), located west of the study area, had aspirations to generate energy from waste
which could be used to provide heat for the MetroGreen development. However, the report
recommends that the length of payback would deem the scheme unviable. Based on this,
energy generation from this source has not been considered further in this study.
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4 New Evidence and Consultation

4.1 New Evidence
4.1.1 In accordance with the Stage 1 brief, the following new evidence has been compiled and

reviewed to support the Utilities study:

● Utility plans for all utilities within the study area were requested in November 2017 to identify
constraints and opportunities that may affect future development. Details of utility receipts
and their assessment can be found in Chapter 5.

● Electricity, Gas and Telecommunications capacity within the study area including upgrades
required to support the anticipated loads of the developments. Details of capacity
assessments can be found in Chapter 6.

4.1.2 It should be noted that water and sewer infrastructure is covered in the Flood Risk and Water
Management Topic Theme Stage 1 report.

4.2 Consultation
4.2.1 In undertaking the existing and future capacity assessment, the following utility companies were

consulted:

● Northern Powergrid on 6 November 2017
● Northern Gas Networks on 6 November 2017
● BT Openreach on 6 November 2017
● Virgin Media on 8 November 2017

4.2.2 Specific information received from each company can be found in Chapter 6.
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5 Existing Utilities Assessment

5.1 Scope of Assessment
5.1.1 This existing utility assessment has been undertaken as part of the Stage 1 Baseline

Assessment for MetroGreen. The purpose of which is to review existing utility provisions within
the development area and to identify key constraints and opportunities that should be
considered at the option development during Stage 2.

5.1.2 The assessment focuses on strategic utilities and infrastructure (e.g. High Voltage electricity
cables, sub-stations and medium / intermediate pressure gas mains) as opposed to local
connections and more minor utilities. This is on the premise that local connections or minor
utilities are unlikely to provide a major constraint on the development and therefore should not
steer the assessment of options.

5.1.3 Utilities which are identified as a constraint shall be recorded and tested against the preferred
options at Stage 2. If found to still be a constraint, mitigation measures and estimated costs (for
e.g. diversion) shall be provided at that stage.

5.1.4 Constraints associated with sewers and water infrastructure are not included in this report and
are contained within the Flood Risk and Water Management Topic Theme Stage 1 report.

5.2 Assessment Methodology
5.2.1 In undertaking the Utility Assessment, the following methodology has been undertaken:

1. Procure statutory utility plans from providers and review against the Baseline Options
currently being considered.

2. Highlight strategic utilities which may be a constraint (or opportunity) on the option testing
going forward, i.e. will have an impact on the options.

5.3 Summary of Utility Enquiries
5.3.1 The following Utility and Statutory Providers have been contacted as part of the utility search.

The responses received, including plans of utility locations are contained in Appendix A.

Table 1: Utilities Contacted
Utility Provider Utility Date of

Response
Utilities within

Study Area
(Y/N)

Impact of
strategic utilities

on proposed
Development

Plots (Y/N)
Fulcrum Pipelines Gas 25 Oct 2017 Y N
GTC Gas 17 Nov 2017 Y N
Instalcom (Level 3) Rail cables 10 Nov 2017 Y N
Network Rail 1 Rail

Infrastructure
06 Nov 2017 Y N

Northern Gas Networks Gas 08 Nov 2017 Y Y
Northern Powergrid Electric 10 Nov 2017 Y Y
BT Openreach Telecoms 07 Nov 2017 Y N
Virgin Media Telecoms 07 Nov 2017 Y N
Colt Technology Services Telecoms 10 Nov 2017 N N
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Utility Provider Utility Date of
Response

Utilities within
Study Area

(Y/N)

Impact of
strategic utilities

on proposed
Development

Plots (Y/N)
CityFibre Telecoms 17 Nov 2017 N N
Energetics Gas, Electric

& Water
17 Nov 2017 N N

GeneSYS Telecoms 17 Nov 2017 N N
Highways England Highways 17 Nov 2017 N N
Interoute Vtesse Telecoms 17 Nov 2017 N N

Nexus Rail Rail
Infrastructure

17 Nov 2017 N N

Plancast Telecoms 17 Nov 2017 N N
SKY Telecoms 17 Nov 2017 N N
SSE Telecoms,

Gas & Electric
17 Nov 2017 N N

Trafficmaster Other 17 Nov 2017 N N
Verizon Telecoms 17 Nov 2017 N N
Vodafone Telecoms 17 Nov 2017 N N

1. Services within Network Rail land are outside of the scope of the report.
2. Proposed Development Plots refers to the development areas highlighted in the MetroGreen Options Report

2015.

5.3.2 The responses demonstrated that there is a good distribution of utility infrastructure across the
study area with Electricity, Gas and Telecommunication supplies near all potential development
plots. Section 5.4 identifies where these may pose a constraint on the development due to their
location and should therefore be considered further at Stage 2 Option Development and
Testing. The specific constraints are further defined in Section 5.5 and opportunities contained
in Section 5.6.

5.4 Summary of Affected Utilities
5.4.1 Table 2 includes a summary of those strategic utilities, as identified above, within the

development areas which may present a constraint on the future development or an opportunity
and should be considered at the options stage.

Table 2: Affected Utilities with Development Area
Utility Location Constraint / Opportunity Mitigation

required at
Stage 2

Gas Mains
01 Northern Gas

Networks
Derwenthaugh
Road

Medium Pressure & Intermediary
Pressure Gas main follows redundant
road central to brownfield development
area – may need diversion if area
developed or potential to design around.

Space Proofing
or Diversion

02 Northern Gas
Networks

Mandela Way MP Gas main enters development area
currently used by Costco. Design around
or isolate and remove.

Isolation

Electricity – Overhead Cables
03 Northern

PowerGrid – OH
Cable

Railway junction
(adjacent to
Driver and
Vehicle

66kv OH cable running south parallel to
Waterside Drive. Connects to main
railway crossing– wayleaves/ access
may be required in future

Space Proofing
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Utility Location Constraint / Opportunity Mitigation
required at
Stage 2

Standards
Agency site).

04 Northern
PowerGrid – OH
Cable

Old Derwent
Road

2 No. 132kv OH distribution mains –
Stella-North Dunston cross possible
development land.

Space Proofing

05 Northern
PowerGrid – OH
Cable

St Michaels Way 2 No. 132kv OH distribution mains –
Stella-North Dunston cross possible
development land to East.

Space Proofing

06 Northern
PowerGrid – OH
Cable

West of Costco
& East of
Mandela Way

1 No. 66kv OH distribution mains –
Dunston-Benwell cross directly through
possible development land.

Space Proofing

07 Northern
PowerGrid – OH
Cable

Land South of
Lancaster Way

2 No. 66kv OH cables – Ravensworth-
Dunston cross edge of possible
development land.

Space Proofing

Electricity Sub-Stations
08 Northern

PowerGrid –
Transformer

North end of
Long Rigg Road

Transformer & 11kv HV cable within
development area – may need diverting
or possibility for utilisation for future
power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

09 Northern
PowerGrid – 2
No Sub-Stations

North end of
Long Rigg Road

Hannington SS & Swalwell Radio SS,
and associated 11kv cables - may need
diverting or possibility for utilisation for
future power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

10 Northern
PowerGrid – 3
No Sub-Stations

The Watermark Delta Watermark SS, Delta Watermarks
East & Delta Banks SS all within possible
development area – may need diverting
or possibility for utilisation for future
power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

11 Northern
PowerGrid – 2
No Sub-Stations

East of Mandela
Way

Delta Banks East and West Dunston SS
both within possible development area–
may need diverting or possibility for
utilisation for future power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

12 Northern
PowerGrid –
Sub-Station

Area
immediately
South of
COSTCO

Dunston Primary SS (main sub-station
for area) including numerous HV cables
and adjacent railway crossing – strategic
SS that should be retained.

Space Proofing

13 Northern
PowerGrid –
Sub-Station

Lancaster Road Dunston Ind SS including numerous HV
cable – may need diverting or possibility
for utilisation for future power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

14 Northern
PowerGrid –
Sub-Station

Lancaster Road Lancaster Road SS including HV cables
– may need diverting or possibility for
utilisation for future power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

15 Northern
PowerGrid –
Sub-Station

Halifax Road Halifax Road SS including HV cables –
may need diverting or possibility for
utilisation for future power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

16 Northern
PowerGrid –
Sub-Station

North of A1114
Road – Old
Shipbreakers
Yard

Dunston Engine Works SS including HV
cables – may need diverting to allow
development or possibility for utilisation
for future power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

17 Northern
PowerGrid – 2
No Sub-Stations

Railway Street Dunston Road and Palmers Hall SSs are
both within possible development area –
may need diverting or possibility for
utilisation for future power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

18 Northern
PowerGrid –
Sub-Station

St Omer Road &
Wellington Road

Dunston Ind East SS including HV
cables – may need diverting to allow
development or possibility for utilisation
for future power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing
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Utility Location Constraint / Opportunity Mitigation
required at
Stage 2

19 Northern
PowerGrid –
Sub-Station

Lancaster Road Dunston Conference SS – may need
diverting or possibility for utilisation for
future power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

20 Northern
PowerGrid –
Sub-Station

Wellington Road
/ Railway line

Wellington Road SS – may need
diverting or possibility for utilisation for
future power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

21 Northern
PowerGrid –
Sub-Station

Mandella way
(adjacent to Go
NE Depot)

Mandella way SS & 11kv HV cable within
development area – may need diverting
or possibility for utilisation for future
power

Diversion /
Upgrade / Space
Proofing

Underground Electricity Cables
22 Northern

PowerGrid -
Cables

Railway junction
(adjacent to
DVSA)

Numerous HV crossings under railway at
this location – wayleaves/ access may be
required in future

Space Proofing

23 Northern
PowerGrid -
Cables

Derwenthaugh
Road

HV cables along old road alignment. Diversion

24 Northern
PowerGrid -
Cables

Land between
Delta Bank Road
and Mandela
Way

11kv HV cables within possible
development area.

Possible
Diversion

25 Northern
PowerGrid –
Cables

St Michaels Way
and Scotswood
View

11, 20 & 66kv HV cables East of road
alignment – may encroach on
development plot.

Further
Investigation &
Possible
Diversions

26 Northern
PowerGrid –
Cables

Land either side
of Cross Lane

Various 11, 20 & 66kv HV cables
following running within developable land
– may have been removed as part of
previous enabling works

Further
Investigation &
Possible
Diversions

27 Northern
PowerGrid –
Cables

Lancaster Rd
and Western end
of Wellington Rd

11, 22 & 66kv HV cables following road
alignment – may encroach on
development plot.

Further
Investigation &
Possible
Diversions

28 Northern
PowerGrid –
Cables

Wellington Rd 11, 20 & 66kv HV cables South of road
alignment – may encroach on
development plot.

Further
Investigation &
Possible
Diversions

29 Northern
PowerGrid –
Cables

Railways St and
A1114

11, & 20kv HV cables North of road
alignment – may encroach on
development plot.

Further
Investigation &
Possible
Diversions

Due to the incomplete nature of 3rd party utility records, the list above is not considered exhaustive and further
constraints may exist.

5.5 Specific Constraints
5.5.1 In relation to the above, the following space planning considerations should be considered

during Stage 2 of the project.

Gas Infrastructure

5.5.2 Northern Gas Networks guidance ‘Avoiding injury when working near gas pipes’ outlines
specific clearances for working near low, medium and intermediary pressure gas mains.
Although, this guidance is aimed at those undertaking excavation, it does provide an indication
of clearances for the new developments.
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5.5.3 Based on the above, a minimum clearance of 3m should be maintained for intermediate
pressure gas mains and 0.5m for medium and low-pressure gas mains. These should be
agreed with Northern Gas Networks at the detailed design stage.

Electricity Infrastructure

5.5.4 Specific guidance on overhead line clearances is contained in Northern PowerGrid document
“NSP/004/011 Guidance on Overhead Line Clearances”. This contains schedules for different
clearances required, dependent upon line voltage and type of receptor. Further consultation and
agreement will be required with Northern PowerGrid during detailed design. However, for the
purposes of Option testing at Stage 2, it is suggested that a minimum lateral clearance of 4.3m
is maintained between overhead lines and new development.

5.6 Opportunities
5.6.1 Diversion of utilities can have significant programme and cost constraints on development

projects. There is therefore an opportunity to reduce costs and programme aspects by
designing around existing utilities, as opposed to diversion. This is of particular relevance to the
existing overhead electricity cables, medium pressure and intermediate pressure gas mains.
This should be considered in further detail at Stage 2 when the options are tested.

5.6.2 In addition to the above, there are numerous strategic and more minor utilities under the existing
highways. Any stopping up and removal of existing highways is therefore anticipated to have
further cost and programme implications for utility diversions over and above implications from
removal of the highway itself. Therefore, as per the MetroGreen Options report from 2015, the
retention of existing highways should be progressed from a utilities perspective.

5.6.3 Costs for provision of new utility capacity could also be reduced by reusing existing electricity
sub-stations for the new development, although this would require new developments to be
designed around the existing sub-station buildings.

5.6.4 There is opportunity to improve communications to the new developments by making provision
during the detailed design stage for telecommunications ducting. This will facilitate installation of
fibre broadband services upon completion of the developments.
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6 Future Capacity Assessment

6.1 Assumptions
6.1.1 This future capacity analysis has been undertaken as part of the Stage 1 Baseline Assessment

for MetroGreen. The purpose of which is to review existing capacity provisions for the
development area and where required, identify the additional upgrades and cost budgets that
would be required to provide capacity for the MetroGreen development.

6.1.2 When undertaking the capacity analysis, the following assumptions have been used:

● For the purpose of Stage 1, the four options are considered as one due to the limited impact
on energy and utilities between the individual options.

● For efficiency, the impact of transport shall be considered to be negligible at this stage due to
the uncertainty of energy requirements.

● The capacity analysis shall be based on a phased site delivery, i.e. 850 houses pre-2030
and the remaining post-2030.

● Assessment will be requested from energy providers on the approach that all energy is
supplied by the grid, i.e. no allowance for decentralised energy production or building based
renewable systems.

6.2 Assessment Methodology
6.2.1 The following methodology has been used to undertake the capacity assessment.

1. Establish existing site provisions based on analysis in Section 5 and the Metrocentre District
Energy Scheme Feasibility Study – 2017.

2. Establish load requirements for future development based on the figures stated in the
Metrocentre District Energy Scheme Feasibility Study.

3. Request capacity analysis from utility companies.
4. Identify as far as practical; requirements, costs, and timescales for any future upgrades.

6.3 Electricity

Existing Provisions

6.3.1 The MetroGreen study area is supplied by a variety of power infrastructure, these include:

● Strategic overhead cables, namely the Stella - North Dunston 132kV overhead, the
Ravensworth - Dunston 66kV overhead and the Dunston-Benwell 66kV overhead.

● Strategic Sub-stations distributing power across the area with Dunston sub-station acting as
the Primary sub-station within the MetroGreen area.

● Local network substations supplying individual developments and commercial / industrial
premises, and

● A network of 11kv, 20kv and 60kv cables following key highway routes.

6.3.2 As identified in section 5.4, many of the existing sub stations are within possible development
areas and may be able to be upgraded and reused to provide power to the future
developments. The network of substations around the MetroCentre have not been included in
the assessment as they are outside of the proposed development plots.
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6.3.3 The existing annual power demand for the study area is approximately 17,000 MWh (based on
the Metrocentre District Energy Scheme Feasibility Study, 2017).

6.3.4 It should be noted that as part of any development enabling works, existing premises may be
abandoned. This may release additional capacity into the network which could be made
available for the new development or used by other developments outwith the MetroGreen area.
At this stage it is not known which premises may be abandoned and as such, future capacity
requirements will be assumed to be in addition to that already available in the MetroGreen area.

Requirements for Development

6.3.5 Capacity Assessments were requested from Northern PowerGrid in accordance with the loading
requirements listed in the Metrocentre District Energy Scheme Feasibility Study.

6.3.6 The annual electric loading requirements for the proposed development have been listed in
Table 3 below. The annual power demand per plot can be found in Appendix B.

Table 3: Electrical Energy Demand
Pre-2030 Post-2030 Additional Power

Demand
(MWh pa)

Number
of

Houses

Office
Space
(sq. m)

Leisure
Space
(sq. m)

Number of
Houses

Office
Space
(sq. m)

Leisure
Space
(sq. m)

Pre 2030 Post
2030

Option 1 850 15,000 45,000 2150 0 0 7,638 4,008

6.3.7 Northern Powergrid has stated that a detailed capacity assessment cannot be provided at this
stage as the project is in its early stages and specific power demand / phasing per plot is not
available. Northern Powergrid have therefore provided a general capacity assessment based on
typical power demand for the proposed 3000 properties.

Capacity Assessment & Budget Cost

6.3.8 Northern Powergrid has confirmed that upgrades to their infrastructure will likely to be required
to meet the proposed demand. They do not anticipate that a new primary substation will be
required for the area. The development will however require one or more new HV ring mains
and local substations depending on the proposed site layout and phasing of delivery.

6.3.9 Northern Powergrid would require the number of houses per phase and power demand for
commercial premises to provide an accurate assessment of future capacity and reinforcement.
They also note that this does not factor any additional load growth in the area over the intended
delivery period.

6.3.10 Costs are estimated to be £2,700,000 for 850 properties pre-2030 and £5,500,000 for 2150
properties post-2030. This includes the network reinforcement and the connections themselves.
There is therefore the potential for the cost to be shared with a developer who may contribute to
the final connections depending upon developer procurement and agreements.

6.4 Gas

Existing Provisions

6.4.1 The MetroGreen study area is predominantly fed by a network of medium pressure (MP) mains,
originating from south of the study area, from which local residential and commercial feeds
branch off in low pressure (LP).
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● The first Medium Pressure (MP) main supplies the areas west of the River Derwent via a 250
diameter main following the route of old Derwent road before running west.

● The second MP main crossed the A1 and enters the study area at the eastern extent of St
Michaels Way. From here it branches West with a feed running to supply the southern and
western section of Metrocentre along with various commercial units off Pinetree Way and
Gibside Way. The other branch runs north via Cross Lane, supplying the Eastern and
Northern section of Metrocentre before running West along the A1114 and supplying the
various residential and commercial units off The Watermark.

6.4.2 The Eastern extent of the study area has a separate supply and is fed by smaller LP mains from
the Dunston area.

6.4.3 The existing annual heat demand for the study area is approximately 12,700 MWh.

Requirements for Development

6.4.4 Capacity Assessments were requested from Northern Gas Networks (NGN) in accordance with
the loading requirements listed in the Metrocentre District Energy Scheme Feasibility Study.

6.4.5 The annual heat loading requirements for the proposed development have been listed in Table
4 below. The annual heating demand requirements per plot can be found in Appendix B.

Table 4: Heat Power Demand
Pre-2030 Post-2030 Additional Heat

Demand
(MWh PA)

Number of
Houses

Office
Space

(sq.
m)

Leisure
Space
(sq. m)

Number
of

Houses

Office
Space
(sq. m)

Leisure
Space
(sq. m)

Pre
2030

Post
2030

Option 1 850 15,000 45,000 2150 0 0 12,492 7,251

Capacity Assessment & Budget Cost

6.4.6 NGN has confirmed that they have a medium pressure (MP) gas main located at the junction of
Cross Lane and A1114 – Handy Drive, i.e. central to the MetroGreen study area, which has
capacity to meet the demand for 3,000 residential properties and 15,000m2 office space. A
review of the NGN records suggests that the gas main identified runs parallel to the St Michael’s
Way, Scotswood View and A114 and therefore, a connection could be made at various
locations along its length to meet the phasing needs of future development.

6.4.7 NGN also confirmed that any new connections would be a combination of medium and low-
pressure connections and that new governors would be required near the existing medium
pressure line to reduce the pressure for the local system.

6.4.8 At this point in time, no reinforcement is required to their infrastructure, however NGN highlight
that this is valid at the time of request and capacity cannot be reserved for future use.
Depending on timescales for delivery, this capacity may need to be reviewed in the future.

6.4.9 Due to the early stages of the project, it was not possible to provide detailed costs and
timescales for the works. It is anticipated that as no reinforcement is required, that the cost of
any connections would be covered by the respective developers. An updated capacity analysis
can be undertaken at the detailed design stage to confirm this initial response.
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6.5 Telecommunications – BT Openreach

Existing Provisions

6.5.1 The MetroGreen study area is fed by a network of cables. These are predominantly below
ground cables connected via joint boxes with small sections of overhead cables at certain
connections and crossings. The network follows the established road network with private feeds
branching off to residential and commercial properties as required.

Requirements for Development

Capacity Assessments were requested from BT Openreach to establish any constraints on the
delivery of telecoms to meet the development’s needs.  Requirements for the proposed
development have been listed in Table 5.

Table 5: Telecommunications Demand – BT Openreach
Pre-2030 Post-2030

Number of
Houses

Office Space
(sq. m)

Leisure
Space (sq.

m)

Number of
Houses

Office Space
(sq. m)

Leisure
Space (sq.

m)

Option 1 850 15,000 45,000 2150 0 0

Capacity Assessment & Budget Cost

6.5.2 BT Openreach has confirmed that connections can be provided for all residential and
commercial properties within the proposed development. To meet the demand, upgrades will
likely to be required off-site and to telephone exchange infrastructure.

6.5.3 Openreach will undertake the upgrades to meet the development layout including covering the
cost of new ducts and cabling. The remaining cost would be builders works and connection fee
paid for by the developer upon final connection.

6.5.4 Openreach advise that fibre optic cables are provided to all residential developments but that
copper cabling is still provided to commercial developments unless they are delivered
concurrently as part of a mixed-use development. This should be taken into account when
considering the phased delivery of developments in the MetroGreen area and is the only
differential between the options currently under consideration.

6.5.5 Openreach advise that a nine month lead in time is required to provide the required capacity.
This notice period comes into effect once planning permission has been granted and the site
has been registered with Openreach. This helps to ensure that provision of the connection can
be coordinated with wider Openreach network delivery.

6.6 Telecommunications – Virgin Media

Existing Provisions

6.6.1 The MetroGreen study area is fed by a network of telecom cables. These are below ground
cables connected via joint boxes at strategic locations. The Derwenthaugh section of the study
area is fed from the south with the remainder fed from the east. The cables follow the
established road network with private feeds branching off to residential and commercial
properties as required.
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Requirements for Development

Capacity Assessments were requested from Virgin Media to establish any constraints on the
delivery of tele-coms to meet the development’s needs.  Requirements for the proposed
development have been listed in Table 6.

Table 6: Telecommunications Demand – Virgin Media
Pre-2030 Post-2030

Number
of

Houses

Office Space
(sq. m)

Leisure Space
(sq. m)

Number of
Houses

Office Space
(sq. m)

Leisure Space
(sq. m)

Option 1 850 15,000 45,000 2150 0 0

Capacity Assessment & Budget Cost

6.6.2 Virgin Media has confirmed that they have an extensive network in the area including direct fibre
feeds to various existing premises. They have also confirmed that they have capacity to meet
the development needs.

6.6.3 Virgin Media undertake all off site works, supply materials for the on-site build and offer a rebate
per plot for on-site build. There would therefore be no cost incurred for provision of Virgin Media
Telecommunications.

6.6.4 Further discussions should be held with Virgin Media at detailed design to confirm routing,
costs, and timescales.
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7 Interrelation with Other Topics

7.1.1 This Topic Theme is interrelated to the other Topic Themes as follows:

Table 7: Interrelation with other Topic Themes
Topic Theme Interrelation Outline Details
Flood Risk and Water Management Yes Any new strategic utility infrastructure e.g.

substations, would need to be outside of the flood
zones – consideration of flood protection should be
made when locating new above ground utility
infrastructure e.g. substations.

Transport and Accessibility Yes The majority of existing strategic utilities follow the
alignment of existing highways – any changes to
highway alignments could result in diversions of
utilities. This could be costly due to the strategic
nature of the utilities.

Green Infrastructure & Natural
Environment

Yes Existing and proposed strategic utilities are located
within development plots (as noted in Sections 5 &
6). The location of these may restrict the extent of
green infrastructure or will require utility diversions.

Homes Yes Existing substations are located adjacent to most
development plots – consideration should be given
to upgrading these to meet the needs of any
developments or providing on site energy
generation (e.g. photovoltaics or solar thermal) to
reduce the demand from the grid.

Office, Retail, and Leisure Yes Existing substations are located adjacent to most
development plots – consideration should be given
to upgrading these to meet the needs of any
developments or providing on site energy
generation to reduce the demand from the grid.
Telecoms provisions i.e. fibre optic, are depending
on the phasing of delivery – consideration should
be given to mixed-use delivery to ensure fibre-optic
cables are provided.

Energy, Utilities, and Social
Infrastructure

- -

Contamination Yes Existing and proposed utilities cross development
plots – consideration should be given to the risk of
mobilising and conveying contaminants via the
utility network during the production of a detailed
remediation strategy.

Viability and Delivery Yes Costs for electrical power upgrades and notice
periods for other utilities apply (as noted in Section
6) – consideration should be given to these when
assessing viability and deliverables.
Costs for the incorporation of on-site energy
generation should be considered.

Spatial Framework Yes Existing and proposed strategic utilities are located
within development plots (as noted in Sections 5 &
6) – consideration needs to be given to those which
need space proofing and those which may need
diverting to meet the needs of the wider
masterplan.
Consideration should be given to design and
landscaping measures to minimise energy demand.

Consultation No -
Noise Desktop Assessment No -
Air Quality Desktop Assessment No -
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Topic Theme Interrelation Outline Details
Archaeological Desktop Assessment No -

7.1.2 Several utilities have been identified as possibly needing diversion or space proofing. These
depend on the development of options at Stage 2. The following approach will be taken at
Stage 2 to close out any requirements:

● Assess location and impact of identified utilities during the Option development;
● Identify requirements for diversions / upgrades against chosen Option;
● Identify estimated costs and timescales for diversions.
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8 Conclusions

8.1.1 The Newcastle & Gateshead Strategic Utility Study - 2010 and the Metrocentre District Energy
Scheme Feasibility Study - 2017 have been reviewed. Based on these reports and discussions
with Gateshead Council, it was identified that a decentralised energy supply for the MetroGreen
area is currently not viable and will therefore not be progressed as part of the Area Action Plan.

8.1.2 A review of existing utilities within the study area was undertaken based on utility plans provided
by the utility companies. These identified numerous strategic utilities and supporting
infrastructure within the study area, some of which may require diverting and others may require
space proofing and upgrading to meet the needs of the proposed developments. These utilities
will require evaluation against the Stage 2 options to assess the impacts and identify the
preferred mitigation measures.

8.1.3 Statutory utility providers for Gas, Electricity and Telecommunications were contacted and a
capacity assessment requested for each supply. Responses confirmed that there is sufficient
capacity within the existing Gas and Virgin Media networks to meet the future developments
needs without the requirement for infrastructure upgrades. The usual development connections
and developer’s connection costs would still apply. BT Openreach identified that upgrades to
exchanges would likely be required. Northern Powergrid identified that a new HV ring and
localised sub-stations would be required. Table 8 provides a summary of MetroGreen capacity
analysis.

Table 8:  MetroGreen Capacity Summary
Capacity

(Y/N)
Additional work Estimated Cost Estimated

Timescale
Electricity N New HV ring main

Local Substations
£2.7m (pre- 2030)
£5.5m (post 2030)
Possibility to share
cost with developer

TBC at detailed
design stage, but

could be significant

Gas Y New Connections to
developments only

Developer
Connection Fees

TBC at detailed
design stage

BT Openreach N Upgrades to existing off-site
exchange infrastructure.

New Connections to
developments

Developer
Connection Fees

9 months’ notice

Virgin Y New Connections to
developments only

N/A TBC at detailed
design stage

8.1.4 A detailed review of additional capacity requirements, based on exact proposed development
layouts, will be required at the detailed design stage when specific connection applications are
made.
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Appendix A – Utility Responses

A.1 Responses received from Utilities Search (475 No. pages)



Asset Network Plans

Thank you for your request regarding the position of our pipelines received through the 
LinesearchbeforeUdig service. 

We can confirm that Fulcrum Pipelines Limited currently has or is planning to have gas pipes 
in  the vicinity  of  your  proposed works.  I  have enclosed a copy of  our  drawings and site 
location to help you to locate them. 

If you are proposing to carry out an excavation on or near a valve, please refer to the “Ap-
pendix 1 - Safe working practices in the vicinity of metallic valves” attached.

We will do everything we can to assist you in your safe working procedures, however, it’s  
worth bearing in mind that we are not responsible for any incidents or accidents that may oc-
cur whilst working around our pipe network. 

With this in mind, we’d recommend the following practices are adhered to maintain the in-
tegrity of the pipeline:- 

• Trial Holes to find our pipes.
• Hand Digging to find our pipes and their vicinity once found.
• Adequate protection of the pipe if exposed and once your work is completed i.e.  

sand covering

It is essential to refer to the HSE document HSG47 for information regarding trial holes and safe 
digging practice  when working near  our  pipes.  A copy of  this  document can be down-
loaded from the following HSE website link - http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/hsg47.htm 

Tel: 03330 146 455

2 Europa View
Sheffield Business Park

Sheffield S9 1XH

Web: fulcrum.co.uk
Email: enquiries@fulcrum.co.uk

Dear Miss Chrissy Elliott,

Atkins

Our Reference: 11489907

Almondsbury Bristol

Miss Chrissy Elliott

BS32 4RZ

The Hub 500 Park Avenue, Aztec West, Patchway

Date:     25/10/2017

Your Reference: 59230/PC - 2
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Additional  costs  may be incurred if  our  plant has to be relocated due to  your  proposed 
works. 

Please note that other gas transporters may have plant in the area which could be affected 
by your proposed works. 

If you need any help or information simply contact Fulcrum on 03330 146 455. 
In case of an emergency please phone 0800 111 999.

Yours Sincerely,

Fulcrum Pipelines Limited 
03330 146 455 
FPLPlant@fulcrum.co.uk 

Disclaimer

Plans provided by Fulcrum Pipelines Limited only primarily show those pipes owned by Ful-
crum Pipelines Limited in its role as a Licensed Independent Gas Transporter (“iGT”). The plan  
may show future pipework, plant or other assets or existing pipework, plant or other assets  
which may be removed or abandoned by Fulcrum Pipelines Limited from its gas network at  
any time in the future. Apparatus installed within the last 90 days and other apparatus includ-
ing (but not limited to) service pipes, valves, siphons and stub connections may be present in  
the area but may not be shown on the plan, however, their presence should be anticipated.  
Gas pipes owned by any other Gas Transporters, or otherwise privately owned, may also be  
present in this area but may not be shown. Areas of operation or facilities operated by any  
other Gas Transporter may be shown on the plan, however, such information is based on in-
formation provided by such Gas Transporters.  Information with regard to such third party  
pipes, operations or facilities should be obtained from the relevant owners. 
 

The information shown on this plan is given without warranty or representation by Fulcrum  
Pipelines Limited as to its completeness, accuracy or as to its up to date representation of  
any geography or pipework or other assets. Save for any matter for which it is not permitted  
by law to exclude or limit its liability, neither Fulcrum Pipelines Limited nor its affiliates, nor any  
agents, servants or contractors of the same, shall have any liability arising out of or in connec-
tion with the information provided in the plan (whether present or future), whether in con-
tract, tort, misrepresentation (excluding fraudulent misrepresentation), under statute or other-
wise, howsoever caused including (without limitation) by negligence. The information in-
cluded on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of is-
sue. 
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ALERT 
Appendix 1 

 
Safe working practices in the vicinity of metallic valves  

 
 
  
All operatives are required to adhere to the following precautionary measures when working 
on or near metallic valves.   

 
Where the valves are likely to be encountered? 
 
In any location above or below ground, for example (please note this list is not exhaustive): 
 

• Buried line valves 

• Governor installations 

• Meter installations 

• ECVs / Construction valves 

• Valve associated with outlet pipe work 

• Metallic valves installed by other utilities (e.g. water) 

 
REQUIRED ACTION 

 

Below Ground 
 

• DO NOT use hand held power tools or mechanical excavator within 0.5m (500mm) 
either side of the valve, or above the valve position. 

• When excavating to expose a valve, dig down at the side of the marked position, and 
not directly above. Use an air lance, spades and shovels rather than grafts, forks or 
picks. 

• DO NOT position yourself directly over or in front of the valve bonnet at any time, as 
should the valve fail catastrophically, parts of it and/or escaped gas and other materials 
could be ejected out. Should anything unusual become evident e.g. smell of gas, noise 
or ejection of material from the excavation – STOP, withdraw and contact National Gas 
Emergency Service on 0800 111 999 

• DO NOT attempt to operate valve or remove any protective coatings.  
 
In the Event of an Emergency 
 
If there is a smell of gas you must take the following actions IMMEDIATELY: 

• Stop work and get everyone away from the immediate vicinity of the escape 

• Inform the National Gas Emergency Service on 0800 111 999 

• DO NOT attempt to stop the escape by filling the excavation as gas may enter buildings 
 

Issued by: Fulcrum Pipelines Limited 
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Asset Network Plans

Thank you for your request regarding the position of our pipelines received through the 
LinesearchbeforeUdig service. 

We can confirm that Fulcrum Pipelines Limited currently has or is planning to have gas pipes 
in  the vicinity  of  your  proposed works.  I  have enclosed a copy of  our  drawings and site 
location to help you to locate them. 

If you are proposing to carry out an excavation on or near a valve, please refer to the “Ap-
pendix 1 - Safe working practices in the vicinity of metallic valves” attached.

We will do everything we can to assist you in your safe working procedures, however, it’s  
worth bearing in mind that we are not responsible for any incidents or accidents that may oc-
cur whilst working around our pipe network. 

With this in mind, we’d recommend the following practices are adhered to maintain the in-
tegrity of the pipeline:- 

• Trial Holes to find our pipes.
• Hand Digging to find our pipes and their vicinity once found.
• Adequate protection of the pipe if exposed and once your work is completed i.e.  

sand covering

It is essential to refer to the HSE document HSG47 for information regarding trial holes and safe 
digging practice  when working near  our  pipes.  A copy of  this  document can be down-
loaded from the following HSE website link - http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/hsg47.htm 

Tel: 03330 146 455

2 Europa View
Sheffield Business Park

Sheffield S9 1XH

Web: fulcrum.co.uk
Email: enquiries@fulcrum.co.uk

Dear Miss Chrissy Elliott,

Atkins

Our Reference: 11489965

Almondsbury Bristol

Miss Chrissy Elliott

BS32 4RZ

The Hub 500 Park Avenue, Aztec West, Patchway

Date:     25/10/2017

Your Reference: 59230/PC - 3



Additional  costs  may be incurred if  our  plant has to be relocated due to  your  proposed 
works. 

Please note that other gas transporters may have plant in the area which could be affected 
by your proposed works. 

If you need any help or information simply contact Fulcrum on 03330 146 455. 
In case of an emergency please phone 0800 111 999.

Yours Sincerely,

Fulcrum Pipelines Limited 
03330 146 455 
FPLPlant@fulcrum.co.uk 

Disclaimer

Plans provided by Fulcrum Pipelines Limited only primarily show those pipes owned by Ful-
crum Pipelines Limited in its role as a Licensed Independent Gas Transporter (“iGT”). The plan  
may show future pipework, plant or other assets or existing pipework, plant or other assets  
which may be removed or abandoned by Fulcrum Pipelines Limited from its gas network at  
any time in the future. Apparatus installed within the last 90 days and other apparatus includ-
ing (but not limited to) service pipes, valves, siphons and stub connections may be present in  
the area but may not be shown on the plan, however, their presence should be anticipated.  
Gas pipes owned by any other Gas Transporters, or otherwise privately owned, may also be  
present in this area but may not be shown. Areas of operation or facilities operated by any  
other Gas Transporter may be shown on the plan, however, such information is based on in-
formation provided by such Gas Transporters.  Information with regard to such third party  
pipes, operations or facilities should be obtained from the relevant owners. 
 

The information shown on this plan is given without warranty or representation by Fulcrum  
Pipelines Limited as to its completeness, accuracy or as to its up to date representation of  
any geography or pipework or other assets. Save for any matter for which it is not permitted  
by law to exclude or limit its liability, neither Fulcrum Pipelines Limited nor its affiliates, nor any  
agents, servants or contractors of the same, shall have any liability arising out of or in connec-
tion with the information provided in the plan (whether present or future), whether in con-
tract, tort, misrepresentation (excluding fraudulent misrepresentation), under statute or other-
wise, howsoever caused including (without limitation) by negligence. The information in-
cluded on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of is-
sue. 
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ALERT 
Appendix 1 

 
Safe working practices in the vicinity of metallic valves  

 
 
  
All operatives are required to adhere to the following precautionary measures when working 
on or near metallic valves.   

 
Where the valves are likely to be encountered? 
 
In any location above or below ground, for example (please note this list is not exhaustive): 
 

• Buried line valves 

• Governor installations 

• Meter installations 

• ECVs / Construction valves 

• Valve associated with outlet pipe work 

• Metallic valves installed by other utilities (e.g. water) 

 
REQUIRED ACTION 

 

Below Ground 
 

• DO NOT use hand held power tools or mechanical excavator within 0.5m (500mm) 
either side of the valve, or above the valve position. 

• When excavating to expose a valve, dig down at the side of the marked position, and 
not directly above. Use an air lance, spades and shovels rather than grafts, forks or 
picks. 

• DO NOT position yourself directly over or in front of the valve bonnet at any time, as 
should the valve fail catastrophically, parts of it and/or escaped gas and other materials 
could be ejected out. Should anything unusual become evident e.g. smell of gas, noise 
or ejection of material from the excavation – STOP, withdraw and contact National Gas 
Emergency Service on 0800 111 999 

• DO NOT attempt to operate valve or remove any protective coatings.  
 
In the Event of an Emergency 
 
If there is a smell of gas you must take the following actions IMMEDIATELY: 

• Stop work and get everyone away from the immediate vicinity of the escape 

• Inform the National Gas Emergency Service on 0800 111 999 

• DO NOT attempt to stop the escape by filling the excavation as gas may enter buildings 
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CP, Suhas

From: plantenquiryservice@gtc-uk.co.uk
Sent: 17 November 2017 14:10
To: Utility Solutions GDC Requests
Subject: GTC Plant Enquiry - Ref-  552346
Attachments: 552346.png; GU-DPR-IG-0022 Safe working in the vicinity of utility networks.pdf

Warning: GTC Apparatus Exists in This Area  

Our Plant Enquiry Service Ref: 552346 
Your Enquiry Ref: 59230/SuC  

Dear Chrissy,  

Thank you for your enquiry concerning apparatus in the vicinity of your proposed work. For your records, the search 
area is shown in the attached map.  

Please click on the links below to download copies of the relevant utility asset drawings locating our assets in the 
area which you identified. These drawings are grouped by our relevant network reference, should you need to 
contact us regarding any of our networks please quote this reference. Links to files will remain live for 10 days. If you 
do not download these files within this period you will need to submit a new enquiry – this will ensure you have an 
up‐to‐date copy of our asset records.  

PLEASE NOTE: Where drawings are large, these have been provided in smaller segments. A drawing index is 
provided as the first file listed for each network reference (example of a network reference: N1234567) shown 
below. This is intended to help you find the drawing relevant to you more quickly. Please take care to ensure that 
you use the relevant drawings for every network listed below as we may have multiple networks and multiple 
utilities in this area.  
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Gas 

 N0001742‐1.png 

This information is for guidance only and the precise position of the plant must be established, prior to your works, 
using hand‐digging methods only. The contractor will be held responsible for any damage caused to our asset. 
Please note our assets now include those owned and operated by:  

 GTC Pipelines Limited 
 Independent Pipelines Limited 
 Quadrant Pipelines Limited 
 Electricity Network Company Limited 
 Independent Power Networks Limited 
 Independent Water Networks Limited  
 Independent Fibre Networks Limited 
 Independent Community Heating Limited 

If you have any queries or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact us.  

All works in the vicinity of our networks should be undertaken in accordance with the attached document "GU‐DPR‐
IG‐0022: Safe working in the vicinity of utility networks". Reference should also be made to HSG47 Avoiding Danger 
from Underground Services.  

Important: The area of your proposed works may contain gas mains operating at Medium and Intermediate 
Pressure tiers or electric cables operating at High Voltage – please refer to the network drawings included with 
this email. If your proposed works are likely to involve excavation within 10 metres of any of these assets, 
including but not limited to gas governors and electric substations you MUST inform GTC Plant Enquiries by calling 
01359 240363 and quoting your Plant Enquiries Service Reference number. 
Important: Drawings provided by this service may include utility assets not owned or managed by GTC. 
Conversely our drawings will NOT display assets from all third parties. It is your responsibility to ensure you have 
requested information from all utility asset owners.  

Gas Escape or Damage MUST be reported on 0800 111 999. National Grid / DNGT will attend to make safe and 
repair.  
Electricity Network Damage MUST be reported to ENC on 0800 032 6990.  
Water Network Damage MUST be reported to IWNL on 02920 028 711 
Fibre Network Damage MUST be reported to IFNL on 0845 051 1669 

Thank you for using the GTC Plant Enquiries Service. 

Your sincerely, 

GTC Plant Enquiry Service  

GTC 
Energy House 
Woolpit Business Park 
Woolpit 
Bury St Edmunds 
Suffolk, IP30 9UP 
Tel: 01359 240363 
plant.enquiries@gtc‐uk.co.uk 

 
 
NOTE: 
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SAFE WORKING IN THE VICINITY OF UTILITY NETWORKS 

(Refer to the HSE Guidance Document HSG47) 

General 

1. It is imperative that all works are carried out in accordance with the guidance provided 

by the HSE in their document HSG47 "Avoiding Danger from Underground Services", 

ISBN 0-7176-1744-0.  No party should carry out any excavation works or other 

intrusive works such as piling, blasting or demolition without following the guidance in 

HSG47. 

2. We own gas, electricity, water and fibre apparatus located in the highway, private 

property and through the countryside.  Some plant may be located in land for which a 

wayleave or easement has been granted & there may be no surface evidence of the 

presence of apparatus.   

3. Ensure that you have obtained detailed plans of existing and proposed gas, electricity 

water and fibre networks. 

4. The position of the networks should be pinpointed as accurately as possible by 

reference to the plans and by means of a locating device, which has been tested and 

calibrated within the last twelve months. 

Excavation work should be carried out where applicable, and carefully follow 

recognised safe digging practices.  Once a locating device has been used to determine 

position and route, excavation may proceed; trial holes should be dug using suitable 

hand tools to confirm the position of buried networks.  During excavation the locating 

device should be reused to check position and route of buried apparatus. 

5. Hand-held power tools can damage buried apparatus and should be used with care 

until the exact position has been determined.  They may only be used to break a paved 

or concrete surface above the network, unless there are any indications that the 

network is particularly shallow, in such circumstances, accuracy of plant location is 

determined and excavation initiated adjacent to the apparatus. 

6. No manhole, chamber or other structure should be built over, around or under the 

network.  Such structures, other pipes, ducts and cables should be laid to provide a 

minimum clearance from the network of 300mm or 1.5 times the diameter of the 

network, whichever is the greater.  No work should be carried out if this minimum 

clearance cannot be met or which results in a reduction of cover or protection over the 

network, without first consulting GTC. 

7. Where an excavation uncovers a network apparatus the backfill should be adequately 

compacted, particularly beneath the network, to prevent any settlement, which would 

subsequently damage the network.  Backfill material adjacent to the network should be 

selected fine material or sand, containing no stones, bricks or lumps of concrete etc. 

and should be suitably compacted to give comparable support and protection to that 

provided before excavation.  No power compaction should take place until 200mm 

cover of selected fine fill has been suitably compacted by hand tools.    
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8. If the road construction is close to the top of the network, GTC should be asked about 

necessary precautions.  The road construction depth should not be reduced without 

permission from the local Highway Authority. 

9. Costs incurred by GTC through direct or consequential damage will be recharged. 

Precautions for Gas Networks 

10. Plans do not always show the presence of gas service pipes (from the gas main to 

premises) but their existence should be assumed. 

11. The depth of cover for gas mains is normally 750mm in carriageways and grass verges 

and 600mm in footways.  The depth of cover for gas services is normally 450mm.  

Remember these covers are to finished level, you may be working in an area, which 

will be made up or lowered at a later date. 

12. Plastic gas pipes should be located by hand digging before mechanical excavation 

begins.  When the positions and depth of the pipes have been determined, work can 

proceed. 

13. The danger created by damaging a gas pipe with an excavator is much greater than if 

the damage is done with a hand-held power tool (the opposite is true for work near 

electricity cables and this is reflected in the different safe digging practices).  Gas pipes 

may have projections such as valve housings, which are not shown on the plans and to 

allow for this mechanical excavators should not be used within 500mm of a gas pipe.   

14. If a gas leak is suspected, the following action should be taken immediately: 

 Remove all people from the immediate vicinity of the escape.  If the service 

connection to a building or the adjacent main has been damaged, warn the 

occupants to leave the building, and any adjoining building, until it is safe for 

them to return.  It is important to note that a mechanical excavator may not only 

cause damage/leakage at the point of impact.  For example, damage to a service 

connection outside the building may result in further, unseen damage to the 

connection inside the building.  Gas leaking from the damage inside or gas 

travelling along the line of the service connection pipe from outside the building 

may cause a build-up of gas within the building. 

 Prohibit smoking, and extinguish all naked flames and other sources of ignition 

i.e. stop excavator and compressor engines within at least 5.0m of the leak. 

 Inform National Grid by dialling 0800 111 999 

 Remain on site. 

 Assist National Grid staff, Police or Fire Services as requested. 

15. Where gas pipes cross or are parallel and close to excavations, changes in backfill etc. 

may cause differential ground settlement and increased stress in the pipe.  For pipes 

parallel and close to excavations, the degree of risk depends upon the depth of the 

excavation, the distance of the pipe from the excavation, the type of soil and any 

excessive loading from heavy construction plant and materials.  Wherever excavation 

works may affect the support of the gas pipe or cause excessive loading over the gas 

pipe then GTC must be consulted.    
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16. No concrete or other hard material should be placed or left under or adjacent to any 

gas pipe as this can cause pipe fracture at a later date.  Concrete backfill should not be 

used within 300mm of a gas pipe. 

17. Where an excavation uncovers a gas pipe with a damaged wrapping, GTC should be 

told, so that repairs can be made to prevent future corrosions and leakage. 

18. Pipe restraints or thrust blocks close to gas mains should never be removed. 

19. Anyone who carries out work near underground gas plant should observe any specific 

requirements made by the site manager, and ensure that access to the plant by 

National Grid Gas and GTC staff is available at all times.  No unauthorised repairs to 

gas pipes should be made.  

20. Where excavation is within 5 metres proximity to above or below ground pressure 

control equipment, ground workers must be aware of the possibility of encountering 

small impulse pipe work that is more susceptible to damage. 

21. Where PE pipes and cables have been exposed and it is intended hot work (e.g. 

welding, grinding, etc) be carried out, contact must be made with GTC to confirm 

additional precautions and actions that may require to be undertaken. 

22. GTC should be consulted if it is intended to carry out any of the following activities: 

 using explosives within 30m of gas pipes or 400m of gas pressure reduction 

equipment 

 piling or boring within 15m of gas plant 

 excavating within 10m of pressure reduction equipment 

 reducing the cover or protection of a gas pipe 

 carrying out nearby deep excavations 

 working near our intermediate pressure (IP) mains. 

Precautions for Electricity Networks 

23. Plans do not always show the presence of electric service cables (from the electricity 

main to premises) but their existence should be assumed.  

24. In most cases there will be no permanent surface marker posts or other visible 

indication of the presence of a buried cable.  Even if no cables are shown on plans or 

detected by a locator, there may still be cables present, which could be live and a close 

watch should be kept for any signs which could indicate their presence such as marker 

tape, tape tile, concrete tiles and wooden battens.  Any marker which is disturbed by 

our excavations must be replaced once work is completed.   

25. Typically underground cables are laid in trenches between 450mm and 1.0m deep, 

although some high voltage cables will be deeper, however, depths should never be 

assumed. 

26. A cable is positively located only when it has been safely exposed.  Even then, digging 

should still proceed with care as there may be other cables adjacent or lower down.    
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27. Occasionally, cables are terminated in the ground by means of a seal, sometimes with 

external mechanical protection.  These “pot ended” or “bottle ended” cables should be 

treated as live and should not be assumed to be abandoned or disused.  They can be 

difficult to detect with locators even when “live”. 

28. Using hand held power tools to break up hard surfaces often leads to accidents.  

Where practicable, such power tools should only be used 500mm or more away from 

the indicated line of a cable buried in or below a hard surface.  Having done so, the 

cable should then be positively located by careful hand digging under the hard surface.  

The hard surface should be gradually removed until the cable is exposed.  If the cable 

is not exposed then it must be assumed to be embedded within the surface.  Where 

possible a cable locator should be used as a depth guide down the side of the 

excavation. 

29. Because of the difficulty in confirming depth, hand held power tools should never be 

used over the cable unless either: 

 the cable has already been exposed by digging under the surface to be broken 

out and it is at a safe depth (at least 300mm) below the bottom of the hard 

surface material; or 

 physical precautions have been taken to prevent the tool striking the cable. 

30. Excavating close to electricity cables buried in concrete is dangerous and should not be 

undertaken unless the cable(s) have been isolated.  For this reason alone electricity 

cables should not be buried in concrete. 

31. Using mechanical means to break up concrete can cause damage to cables and if the 

cable is live, anyone present is likely to be injured. 

32. Where mechanical excavators are used in the possible vicinity of underground cables, 

the work should be arranged so that damage to cables is avoided so far as is 

reasonably practicable and so that everyone is kept well clear of the excavator bucket 

while it is digging.  Drivers should have been instructed to stay in the cab if a cable is 

struck.  If they have to leave the cab, they should jump clear.  If drivers climb down, 

they may be electrocuted.  When a cable is struck, a watch should be kept on the 

machine and no one should go down into the excavation or approach the mechanical 

excavator or the cable until GTC are contacted and arranged for the damaged cable to 

be made safe. 

33. Where cables have been exposed: 

 any damage should be reported to GTC immediately on 0800 032 6990 and 

work should not be undertaken in the vicinity of a damaged cable until GTC has 

investigated its condition;   

 for more than 1.0m and they cross a trench, support should be provided. If the 

exposed cable length is shorter than 1.0m support should still be considered if 

joints have been exposed or the cable appears otherwise vulnerable to damage. 

Where advice and help is needed contact GTC;    
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 Suitable precautions should be taken to prevent damage from on-going work in 

the excavation. This may involve for example the use of physical means (e.g. 

timber boards, sandbags etc) to prevent mechanical damage. Materials or 

equipment which could damage or penetrate the outer sheath of the cable 

should not be used. Cables lying in the bottom of an excavation are particularly 

vulnerable and should be protected by nail free wooden planks, troughing or 

other suitable means; 

 cables should not be moved aside unless the operation is supervised by GTC; 

 Precautions should be taken to prevent access by members of the public. 

34. GTC should be consulted if it is intended to carry out any of the following activities: 

 using explosives within 30m of plant or substations piling or boring within 15m of 

electric plant 

 excavating within 10m of a substation 

 carrying out nearby deep excavations 

 working near our HV plant. 

Precautions for Water Networks 

35. Plans do not always show the presence of water service pipes (from the water main to 

premises) but their existence should be assumed.  

36. The depth of cover for water mains is normally 750mm in carriageways and grass 

verges and 750mn footways.  The depth of cover for water services is normally 

450mm.  Remember these covers are to finished level, you may be working in an area, 

which will be made up or lowered at a later date. 

37. Water mains should be located by hand digging before mechanical excavation begins.  

When the positions and depth of the pipes have been determined, work can proceed. 

38. The danger created by damaging a water pipe with an excavator is much greater than 

if the damage is done with a hand-held power tool (the opposite is true for work near 

electricity cables and this is reflected in the different safe digging practices).  Water 

pipes may have projections such as valve housings, which are not shown on the plans 

and to allow for this mechanical excavators should not be used within 500mm of a 

water pipe.   

39. If a water leak is suspected, the following action should be taken immediately: 

 Remove all people from the immediate vicinity of the damage. It is important to 

note that a mechanical excavator may not only cause damage/leakage at the 

point of impact.  For example, damage to a service connection outside the 

building may result in further, unseen damage to the connection inside the 

building.   

 Shut down all working plant and machinery in the vicinity of the damage 
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 Inform IWNL by dialling 02920 028 711.  

 Remain on site.   

 Do not attempt to make a repair. 

 Assist GTC, approved contractors and Police or Fire Services as requested. 

40. Where water pipes cross or are parallel and close to excavations, changes in backfill 

etc. may cause differential ground settlement and increased stress in the pipe.  For 

pipes parallel and close to excavations, the degree of risk depends upon the depth of 

the excavation, the distance of the pipe from the excavation, the type of soil and any 

excessive loading from heavy construction plant and materials.  Wherever excavation 

works may affect the support of the water pipe or cause excessive loading over the 

water pipe then GTC must be consulted. 

41. No concrete or other hard material should be placed or left under or adjacent to any 

water pipe as this can cause pipe fracture at a later date.  Concrete backfill should not 

be used within 300mm of a water pipe. 

42. Where an excavation uncovers a water pipe with a damaged wrapping, GTC should be 

told, so that repairs can be made to prevent future corrosions and leakage. 

43. Pipe restraints or thrust blocks close to water mains should never be removed.   

44. Anyone who carries out work near underground water plant should observe any 

specific requirements made by the site manager, and ensure that access to the plant 

by GTC staff is available at all times.  No unauthorised repairs to water pipes should be 

made.  

45. Where PE pipes and cables have been exposed and it is intended hot work (e.g. 

welding, grinding, etc) be carried out, contact must be made with GTC to confirm 

additional precautions and actions that may require to be undertaken. 

46. GTC should be consulted if it is intended to carry out any of the following activities: 

 using explosives within 30m of plant 

 piling or boring within 15m of water plant 

 excavating within 10m of water asset structures 

 reducing the cover or protection of a water main or service 

 carrying out nearby deep excavations 

Precautions for Fibre Networks 

47. Plans may not always show the presence of fibre ducts but their existence should be 

assumed if GTC advise they have fibre services deployed in the given area.  Any 

planned excavation work should only proceed with due care and attention. 

48. Chambers with IFNL marked lids can be used as an onsite indictor that GTC have fibre 

plant deployed in a given area however an exclusion of their presence does not 

necessarily mean there is no plant present. 
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49. In most cases there will be no permanent surface marker posts or other visible 

indication of the presence of a buried fibre duct.  Even if no ducts are shown on plans 

there may still be ducts present which could have live fibre service installed.  A close 

watch should be kept for any signs which could indicate duct presence such as marker 

tape.  Any marker which is disturbed by our excavations must be replaced once work is 

completed.   

50. The depth of cover for fibre duct is normally 350mm in footways and grass verges, 

600mm in carriageways and 1000mm in agricultural deployments. Remember these 

covers are to finished level, you may be working in an area, which will be made up or 

lowered at a later date. 

51. Fibre ducts should be located by hand digging before mechanical excavation begins.  

When the positions and depth of the ducts have been determined, work can proceed. 

Even then, digging should still proceed with care as there may be other ducts adjacent 

or lower down. 

52. If fibre duct damage is suspected, the following action should be taken immediately: 

 Remove all people from the immediate vicinity of the damage. It is important to 

note that a mechanical excavator may not only cause damage at the point of 

impact.  For example, damage to a fibre connection outside the building may 

result in further, unseen damage to the connection inside the building.   

 Shut down all working plant and machinery in the vicinity of the damage 

 Inform IFNL NOC immediately on 0845 051 1669. 

 Remain on site. 

 Do not attempt to make a repair. 

53. Where fibre ducts cross or are parallel and close to excavations, changes in backfill etc. 

may cause differential ground settlement and increased stress on the duct.  For ducts 

parallel and close to excavations, the degree of risk depends upon the depth of the 

excavation, the distance of the duct from the excavation, the type of soil and any 

excessive loading from heavy construction plant and materials.  Wherever excavation 

works may affect the support of the fibre duct or cause excessive loading over the 

fibre duct then GTC must be consulted. 

54. No concrete or other hard material should be placed or left under or adjacent to any 

fibre duct as this can cause damage to the duct at a later date.  Any backfill should 

comply with the requirements of NRSWA. Concrete backfill should not be used within 

300mm of a fibre duct. 

55. Anyone who carries out work near underground fibre plant should observe any specific 

requirements made by the site manager, and ensure that access to the plant by GTC 

staff is available at all times.  No unauthorised repairs to fibre ducts should be made.  

56. Where fibre ducts have been exposed and it is intended hot work (e.g. welding, 

grinding, etc) be carried out, contact must be made with GTC to confirm additional 

precautions and actions that may require to be undertaken.    
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57. GTC should be consulted if it is intended to carry out any of the following activities: 

 using explosives within 30m of plant or fibre asset structures 

 piling or boring within 15m of fibre plant 

 excavating within 10m of fibre asset structures (including the OSCP) 

 reducing the cover or protection of a fibre duct 

 carrying out nearby deep excavations   
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CP, Suhas

From: Plantenquiries <Plantenquiries@instalcom.co.uk>
Sent: 27 October 2017 14:46
To: Statutory Enquiries
Subject: RE: E10-17-5133  Plant Enquiry - 59230 - Land off Riverside Way and A1, Gateshead - Please 

respond by 10/11/2017
Attachments: 59230.pdf; Guide to Excavation.pdf; Instalcom Nominated Agent Authorisation Letter 2014 

Final.pdf

  
  
Dear Sir or Madam, 
  
With reference to your enquiry regarding the above noted  location, we enclose the drawings on behalf of LEVEL 3
indicating the approximate position of services in this area. 
  
If you need access to the railway / underground lines as part of your works could you please contact Peter Walton
(peter.walton@level3.com) for further information about the location of this equipment. 
  
We would draw your attention to the fact that while the position of the plant has been shown as accurately as possible,
the information is intended as a general guide only and must not be relied upon in the event of any excavations or
other work in the vicinity. We would remind you that the onus remains on you to determine the exact position for
example  by  a  hand  excavated  trial  hole.  Instalcom  accepts  no  liability  for  claims  arising  from  any  inaccuracy,
omissions or errors contained herein. If you would like to query the location further, please email us accordingly and
we can arrange an in depth survey, which will be charged at a cost. Enclosed is a guide to excavation works around
existing plant. 
Instalcom responds to plant enquiries for LEVEL 3, GLOBAL CROSSING (UK) LTD, GLOBAL CROSSING PEC and FIBERNET 
UK LTD and FIBRESPAN LTD simultaneously and therefore you only need send one copy of a plant enquiry to cover all
of these companies. 
  
If you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
  
Regards 
  
Plant Enquiries Dept 
Instalcom Limited 
Borehamwood Ind. Park 
Rowley Lane 
Borehamwood 
WD6 5PZ 
  
Office:  +44 (0)208 731 4613 
Fax:        +44 (0)208 731 4601 
Email:   plantenquiries@instalcom.co.uk 
Web:     http://www.instalcom.co.uk 
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SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS IN RELATION TO LEVEL 3 PLANT 

 
 
1. In this special requirement, the following terms shall have the meanings assigned to it :- 

 
a. “Company” means Level 3.  
 
b. “Company Representative” means the staff of Level 3 or its Authorized Representatives and 

Agents. 
 
c. “Apparatus” means all surface or sub-surface equipment and plant including any associated 

cabling and/or ducting owned leased or rented by Level 3. 
 
2. Before commencing any work or moving heavy plant or equipment over any portion of the site, the 

contractor shall confirm details of the Apparatus, owned, leased or rented by the Company, within the site 
with the Company Representative, who can be contacted at the following point: - 

 
Instalcom Limited 

Borehamwood Industrial Park 

Rowley Lane 

Borehamwood 

Hertfordshire 

WD6 5PZ 

Tel: 0208 731 4600 

Fax: 0208 731 4601 

E-mail: plantenquiries@instalcom.co.uk 

 
3. Where such details show that the works or the movement of plant or equipment may endanger the 

Apparatus of the Company the Contractor must give the Company Representative at least 7 days written 
notice of the date on which it is intended to commence such works of the movement of plant and equipment 
in order that the presence of any sub-surface apparatus can be indicated by markers to be supplied by the 
Company and placed by the Contractor under the supervision of a Company Representative. The 
Contractor shall ensure that all Company Apparatus, particularly surface running cabling is adequately 
protected from damage and such protective measures shall be approved by the Company Representative. 

 
4. In the event of a Company marker being disturbed for any reason, it shall not be replaced other than in the 

exact position of its former depth unless the repositioning is carried out at the direction and under the 
supervision of a Company Representative. 

 
5. The Contractor shall take particular care in relation to the protection of Company Apparatus, where such 

Apparatus includes the presence within the site of optical fibre cabling.  The contractor should particularly 
note that the damage to such Apparatus is extremely disruptive to the Company network and costly to 
reinstate.   The Contractor shall make every effort to avoid the disturbance of Company Apparatus more 
than is absolutely necessary for the completion of the works in accordance with the contract. 
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6. When excavating around, moving or backfilling around Company Apparatus, the Company Representative 

shall be given adequate notice, which shall not be less than 3 days, of the contractor’s intentions in order 
that he may supervise the works. The Contractor should note that the normal depth of cover for Company 
Apparatus and ducts are as follows: - 

 
a. Carriageways           600mm 

 
b. Footways                  350mm 

 
c. Verges                      450mm 

 
These minimum depths of cover should be maintained wherever possible. 
 
Where the minimum depths of cover cannot be maintained, the Contractor shall carry out the instructions of 
the Company Representative for the protection of Company Apparatus. 
 
Where cables are not in duct and the required depth of cover cannot be maintained, such cables as are 
affected shall be enclosed and protected in UPVC duct or equivalent materials as supplied by the Company 
and by the method directed by the Company Representative. 
 
With regard to excavation in the vicinity of Company Apparatus the Contractor should have particular 
regard to the possibility of reduced cover and the encountering of such Company Apparatus at depths of 
cover less than that given at a, b and c above. 

 
7. All excavation adjacent to Company Apparatus is to be carried out by hand until the exact extent and/or 

location of Company Apparatus is known. Mechanical borers and/or excavators shall not be used within 
1.0m of Company Apparatus without the supervisory presence of a Company Representative, To prevent 
any movement of Company Apparatus during excavations, complete shuttering shall be used as directed 
by the Company Representative if:- 

 
a. Excavation is deeper than the depth of cover of adjacent Company Apparatus. 

 
b. Excavation is within 1.0m of Company Apparatus in stable ground. 

 
c. Excavation is within 5.0m of Company Apparatus in unstable ground. 

 
If for the completion of the works, the Contractor intends using any of the following: - 
 

a. Pile driving equipment within 10.0m of Company Apparatus. 
 

b. Explosives within 20.0m of Company Apparatus. 
 

c. Laser equipment within 10.0m of Company Apparatus. 
        

The Contractor shall advise the Company Representative, giving at least 7 working days written notice in 
order that any special protective measure for the Company Apparatus affected may be arranged. 
 

8. All Company manhole, joint box and /or other access points and chambers within the site shall be kept 
clear and unobstructed. Access for vehicles, winches, cable drums and/or further equipment required by 
the Company for the maintenance of it’s Apparatus, must be maintained at all reasonable times.  The 
Contractor should particularly note that footway type jointing chambers are not specified for carriageway 
loadings and will need to be adequately protected and/or demolished and rebuilt under the supervision of a 
Company Representative where such chambers are likely to be placed at risk, either temporarily or 
permanently, from the movement of plant and/or equipment on the site. 
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9. The covers to Company chambers and/or Apparatus shall only be lifted by means of appropriate keys 

obtained from the Company Representative and under the direct supervision of the Company 
Representative. No employee of the Contractor or of any sub-contractor employed by the Contractor shall 
enter any chamber and/or Apparatus of the Company unless under the supervision of the Company 
Representative and in any case not before the mandatory gas check has been carried out in the presence 
of the Company Representative and such checks have shown it to be safe to enter the chamber and/or 
Apparatus of the Company. 
 
The Company Representatives shall be given reasonable access to all Company Apparatus and chambers 
when required. 

 
10. In the event of any damage whatsoever to Company Apparatus, the Contractor shall immediately inform 

the Company Representative and report the occurrence immediately by contacting the Company as 
follows:- 

 
Telephone:-       

 

0208 731 4600    
Mon-Fri Office Hours (Instalcom Head Office) 

 

0208 510 3111/3101 
Out of Office Hours (24Hr Level 3 Network Operations Centre) 

                            
 
11. The above requirements do not relieve the Contractor of any of his obligations under the Contract. 
 
 
The accuracy of information on the plans cannot be guaranteed and no liability can be accepted for 
errors or omissions.  
 
 

Damage to Communications Plant is Expensive – Please Take Care. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Level{3}
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN (APPLICANT)

Date as postmark

Re: On Rail Plant Protection and Diversionarv Works.

Historv

Level 3 Communications UK Limited ("Level 3") has leased from Network Rail PLC ("Network

Rail") telecommunication cabling lying alongside the railway track throughout the United

Kingdom, under a Finance Lease dated 30 June 1994.

Level 3 has run cables on the railway infrastructure throughout the UK under the provision of the

Network Rail Deed of Grant dated 31 March 1995.

Level 3 has two wayleave agreements with London Underground Limited to lay Fibre Optic
cables in the London Underground environment dated 30th March 1994 and 24th April 1998.

Level 3 has a wayleave agreement with $qpo and Docklands Light Raikay to lay Fibre Optic

cables alongside the Docklan(s Light Railwey dated 18th March 2011

Level 3 has an qgreement with Ci{y, Greenwich, Lewisham Rail Lint< PLC to lay cabling along

the Lewinham extanEign pf lhe PocklFnds Light Railway dated 1 1th Febr!4ery 2002

Applioation

The AnpliCant is proposing !o undertake civil engineering works on the On Railway infrastructure
(either f,letwork Rail, London or Underground Limited or Docklands Light Railway) and has

leguestgd Level 3 to divert cabling so that the civil engineering work may proceed, and also has

reguested Level 3 on completion of the civil engineering work, to replace the cabling along its

eriginal route ;

Please be advised that with effect from 1"t June 201 1 , Level 3 has been employing a nominated

Agenl to deal With all On Rail Plant Protection and Diversionary Works on Level 3 behalf.

Thiq Witt cover enquiries for and from the following list of Companies:

Leyef S Cqmmunications UK Limited

Level 3 comrnLjnicetions Lih.iited

Levet 3,Europe Limited

FiberSpan Limited

Glbbal Crossing (UK) Telecommunications Limited
Level 3 Communications IIK Limited, 7n Floor, 10 Fleet Place, London, EC4M 7RB, IIK

www.Level3.com

Registered in England and Wales, Company registration rc.2495998
Registered office: Level 3 Communications UK Limited, l0 Fleet Place, London, EC4M 7RB



Leyel{3)
Global Crossing Europe Limited
GC Pan European Crossing UK Limited
Racal Telecommunications Limited
Racal - BR Telecommunications Limited
BR Telecommunications Limited
Fibernet UK Limited
Fibernet Limited
Fibernet Group Limited
Fibernet Holdings Limited
Fibernet Quest Limited
Frontier Telecommunications Ltd

Frontel Communications Ltd
TANet

The nominated Agent and contact details for lnstalcom Ltd are:

Borehamwood lndustrial Park

Rowley Lane

Borehamwood

Herts

WD6 sPZ

pla{rtenqu,Lries@instalcom.co. uk

PaulAlderton
pAu L alderton@instalcorn. co. uk

Mobile +44 7831 842772

The Applicant is required to liaise with the nominated Agent in order to make arrangements for
the carrying out of the On Rail Plant Protection and Diversionary Works.

The nominated Agent is further authorised to collect all relevant costs associated with the On
Rail Plant Protection and Diversionary Works.

The nominated Agent has signed CCN 003 to their Framework Agreement P2772 and P2830
which states that "lnstalcom" shall be liable for any and all charges levied against Level 3 if
lnstalcom (including it's employees, subcontractors or Agent) has acted fraudulently or
negligently or breached the Framework Agreement P2772 and P2830 including CCN 003.

Level 3 Communications UK Limited, 7n Floor, 10 Fleet Place, London, EC4M 7RB, UK
www.Level3.com

Registered in England and Wales, Company registration no. 2495998
Registered office: Level 3 Commrurications UK Limited, 10 Fleet Place, London, EC4M 7RB



Leyrel(S)

For and on behalf of Level 3 Communications UK Limited: -

Level 3 Communications UK l,irqited, 7s Floor, i0 Fleet Place, London, EC4M 7RB, UK

: . ililyw.Level3,com

Regis{Erp{'in Englatd a16 W7les, Company registrdion no.2495998
Registered offiOo: LgV$l: Curirmunicptirins UK Limited, l0 Fleet Place, London, EC4M 7RB



National Records Centre
Audax Road
YORK

Underground Services Team

NRSWA Asset Enquiries

The information contained herein is based on Network Rail’s records and, where appropriate, third parties such as 
utility companies. The search enclosed does not cover a search of local council records. Also, schematic Signal 
and Telecom (S&T) cables plans are not provided as part of the search results, therefore you must assume S&T 
cables are present until proven otherwise.

Although at the date of this letter the information is as up to date as possible, it is          a statement of validity, 
accuracy or completeness as to any of the enclosed search information and must not be relied on as such.

Your risk assessment             take into account:

Re: Underground Services Search:  **OP** Land off Riverside Way and A1, 
Gateshead

Your Reference

Tel:

Our Reference:

Date: 06 November 2017

LNE173654   RP7
2017_18714

Distribution Administrator

Please find information available as per the checklist.

Dear NRSWA,

Should you become aware of any additional underground services or assets within the locality during your
investigations and/or works, including redundant assets, please identify them as a matter of urgency to the
site manager. Records of the location of these assets should be kept for onward transmission and entry into
the Hazard Directory.

Yours sincerely

Richard Purser

Included in your underground services search is a list of local engineers and managers you             contact before 
any ground disturbance is carried out, to check whether further information is held locally.

Further guidance can be obtained from the Health and Safety Executive publication HSG47 “Avoiding Danger 
from Underground Services” and the Network Rail Publication NR/L2/INI/CP1030.

YO30 4US

That the information supplied, including the services shown on the map from the Rail Infrastructure 
Network Model (RINM), does not provide any guarantee as to the accuracy of the actual location of 
services on site and             be considered as for guidance purposes only.

That new/unrecorded services are likely to be present

That the enclosed Underground Services search information has been collated only for the ELR and 
Mileage boundaries as stated on the original request form

MUST

MUST

MUST

NOT

Network Rail Infrastructure  Ltd. Registered Office   2nd Floor, One Eversholt Street, London, NW1 2DN   Registered in England and Wales No. 2904587   www.networkrail.co.uk

CPSU1546
Normal



UNDERGROUND SERVICES INFORMATION 
CHECKLIST

YOUR REF OUR REF

LOCATION ELR

MILEAGE FROM MILEAGE TO

2017_18714 LNE173654

**OP** Land off Riverside Way and A1, Ga NEC1

2.0960 4.0580

Category Enc Notes  Utility Company/Internal Source
Site Map GIS Systems Yes
Hazard Directory Hazard Yes
Civils LNE NRG Yes
eBrowser NRG No NIL RETURN - see below

Upon receipt can you please check that the information provided agrees with this listing and if there 
are any discrepancies please contact the Underground Services Team at:
National Records Centre, Audax Road, York. YO30 4GS

buriedservicesnst@networkrail.co.uk Checklist printed on: 06/11/17

NIL RETURN: After interrogating the information made available to us, no records 
containing underground services information have been returned for this worksite.
However, reference must be made to the guidelines supplied with this underground 
services search, which contain important information on safe working practices.
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! Stations

Rail Network

IMDM Boundaries

Urban Areas

IMDM Boundaries
IMDM Doncaster

IMDM Leeds

IMDM Newcastle

IMDM Peterborough

IMDM Sheffield

IMDM YorkRoute Delivery Unit Role Name Tel: Mobile:
London North Eastern Doncaster S&T Maintenance Engineer Dan Heeley N/A 07889 830441

Section Manager (Signalling) Shaun Capel N/A 07808 244651
E&P Maintenance Engineer Sean Harris N/A 07515 620039
Section Manager (D&P) John Ayre N/A 07793 877244
Section Manager (Telecoms) Neil Robinson N/A 07771 827345

Grantham Section Manager (Signalling) Steve Roe N/A 07736 954943
Route Delivery Unit Role Name Tel: Mobile:
London North Eastern Peterborough Section Manager (Signalling) Chris Hodson N/A 07808 244990

S&T Maintenance Engineer Mick Reilly 01733 559509 07767 672261
E&P Maintenance Engineer Roy Holdship N/A 07736 172979
Section Manager (D&P) Mike Shaw 01733 559528 07866 268511
Section Manager (Telecoms) Paul Perry N/A 07767 644116

Hitchin Section Manager (Signalling) Martin Muir 01462 445584 07730 694457
Kings Cross S&T Maintenance Engineer Ibrahim Gilanli N/A 07801 840837
Kings Cross Section Manager (Signalling) Paul Loughton 02089 290316 07736 883991

Route Delivery Unit Role Name Tel: Mobile:
London North Eastern Leeds Signal Section Manager Steven Maskill 01904 525150 07771 671335

Section Manager (D&P) Ken Lewis 01904 381558 07866 268643
E&P Maintenance Engineer Stephen Clarke 0113 3893262 07771 672385
S&T Maintenance Engineer Craig Longley 07515 626021 07516 626021

Wakefield Section Manager (Signalling) Adrian White 01924 331314 07884 236696
Route Delivery Unit Role Name Tel: Mobile:
London North Eastern Newcastle Section Manager (D&P) Robert Javan 0191 221 4553 07855 348497

E&P Maintenance Engineer Martin Errington N/A 07967 667286
S&T Maintenance Engineer Philip Watters N/A 07740 225368

Middlesbrough Section Manager (Signalling) Chris Harvey 01325 390312 07866 268685
Tyneside Section Manager (Signalling) James Wilson 0191 221 4550 07866 268708
Morpeth Section Manager (Signalling) Stewart Wilson N/A 07866 268609

Route Delivery Unit Role Name Tel: Mobile:
London North Eastern Sheffield Acting S&T Maintenance Engineer Robert Nicklin N/A 07919 470471

Acting Section Manager (Signalling) Marc Cooper N/A 07736 955009
Working Supervisor (D&P) Richard Chapman 01142 077028 07771 672457
Assistant S&T Maintenance Engineer Dan Wood N/A 07747 480497

Scunthorpe Signal Section Manager Christopher Danks N/A 07515 624272
Retford Acting Section Manager (Signalling) Philip Humphries N/A 07771 670985

Route Delivery Unit Role Name Tel: Mobile:
London North Eastern York Section Manager (Signalling) Andrew Baker 01904 383541 07866 268684

Darlington Section Manager (Signalling) Craig Currey N/A 07866 268610
Darlington/York S&T Maintenance Engineer Mark Heath N/A 07515 624820
Knottingley Section Manager (Signalling) Phil Stretton 01904 525153 07771 671175
Knottingley/Hull S&T Maintenance Engineer David Harrison N/A 07808 719273
Hull Section Manager (Signalling) Andrew Price 01482 610047 07771 672377
York/Hull Assistant S&T Maintenance Engineer Neil Smith N/A 07808 244405
York/Hull Assistant S&T Maintenance Engineer Simon Marshall N/A 07771 672102
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Route Delivery Unit Role Name Tel: Mobile:
East Midlands Bedford Section Manager (Signalling) Graham Goodchild N/A 07771 668567

Section Manager (D&P) Ben Darling N/A 07802 892201
Route Communications Engineer John Armstrong 01332 443045 07771 672895

West Hampstead Section Manager (Signalling) Ketan Vaghela 0207 6448669 07786 310514
Route Delivery Unit Role Name Tel: Mobile:
East Midlands Derby S&T Maintenance Engineer Peter Short N/A 07855 263884

Section Manager (Signalling) Kevin Over N/A 07968 215840
Route Communications Engineer John Armstrong N/A 07771 672985

Leicester Section Manager (Signalling) Ryan Heads N/A 07730 639942
Lincoln Acting Section Manager (Signalling) Neal Smithbone N/A 07808 244476
Lincoln   S&T Maintenance Engineer Chris Smith N/A 07866 268388
Trent Section Manager (Signalling) Gary Lilliman N/A 07789 791148
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Terms and Conditions 

The National Hazard Directory (NHD) is issued by Network Rail to provide information on those 
hazards recorded as present on Network Rail's infrastructure. Its' purpose is to alert users to the 
typical hazards they may come across whilst working on Network Rail’s Infrastructure. The National 
Hazard Directory is maintained by Network Rail to provide its employees and contractors with 
information on known hazards present on the infrastructure in order to assist in the identification of the 
associated risks working ‘on or near the line’.

The records are updated regularly and therefore Network Rail believe that the contents are reasonably 
accurate at the time of issue, but some of the information can vary in age and accuracy so for that 
reason Network Rail will give no warranty as to the suitability of its use. It is recommended that all 
searches (in particular for buried services) should be conducted together with a site specific risk 
assessment/site visit, taking into account the requirements of the appropriate track safety rules, rule 
books/industry standards and so on. Network Rail will accept no liability in respect of the content or 
subsequent use of the National Hazard Directory or any of the information contained within. 

Users of the Directory must note that when working on or near the line that the appropriate 
requirements of the Rule Book, especially the provisions of the track safety rules, must be applied as 
appropriate to the activity concerned.  

OnTrac Ltd does not warrant the use of the Network Rail National Hazard Directory or any of the 
information contained within and no representations or warranties are made as to completeness or 
accuracy of the data. The data should be used for reference purposes only. Accordingly, OnTrac Ltd 
will accept no responsibility for loss of profit or for any indirect, incidental or consequential damages.



National Hazard Directory

Customised Report
Search Criteria: ELR(s) = NEC1; Mileage From = 2.0960; Mileage To = 4.0580
Date: 06/11/2017

57 Hazards found.

ELR ELR Name Mileage 
From

Mileage 
To

Hazard 
Code

Hazard 
Description

Local Name Track ID Free Text

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

0.0950 5.0616 HWGR Gradient 
Greater Than 
1 In 50

NV All/Multiple 
Tracks

The gradient at this location is 1 in 50 or 
greater. This must be considered in the 
planning and use of on track plant and 
hand trolleys

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.0660 2.1540 HCF Restricted 
Sighting

Dunston Station 
Bridge No. 24

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.0968 2.0968 MAP Authorised 
Access Point - 
Pedestrian

Dunston Road, 
Bridge 23 NE11 
9PB

Up 
Main/Fast

Dunston Road, Dunston. Single gate, 859 
lock.

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.0982 2.1002 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

BRIDGE NO 23 Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.375. M.11233 OLD PROP MISC REF 
PAVEMENT CENTRE WEST SIDE 
BRIDGE DUNSTON ROAD

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1008 2.1008 HBS Buried S&T 
Cable

Cables undertrack 
crossing - Dunston 
West

Up 
Main/Fast

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1078 2.1078 HBS Buried S&T 
Cable

Signal No 257 
(Down Line) - 
Dunston West

Up 
Main/Fast

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1320 2.1320 HSL Hazard 
Associated 
With Culvert

ALLERDENE 
JUNCTION

Stone & Brick Culvert. RT Document: 
LDN64.

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1610 2.1623 HSD Hazard 
Associated 
With Drain

BRIDGE NO 24 Drain pipe. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.375. 7/141/536 RT PROP FILE REF 2 
x 12" DIAM DRAIN PIPES AT 
WELLINGTON ROAD ZIG ZAG SOUTH 
TO NORTH

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 

2.1614 2.1614 HBG Buried Gas 
Pipe

BRIDGE NO 24 High Pressure Gas Pipeline. RT 
Document: RTP LP NO.375. 07988/0006 
RT PROP MENTOR REF WELLINGTON 

Page 1 of 7Network Rail National Hazard Directory | Reports
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Mileage 
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Hazard 
Code

Hazard 
Description

Local Name Track ID Free Text

EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

ROAD DUNSTON ROUTE ROAD 
CENTRE 24" DIAM PIPE

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1620 2.1620 HBG Buried Gas 
Pipe

24 Gas Main 
Dunston Metro 
Centre (Atlas 
Curve)

Up 
Main/Fast

High Pressure Gas Pipeline. 
Diameter=24". RT Document: CEDG. 
Below. Angle 90 degrees

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1622 2.1622 HSD Hazard 
Associated 
With Drain

2 x 12 Drain Pipes 
Dunston Metro 
Centre (Atlas Cu

Up 
Main/Fast

Drain pipe. Diameter=12". RT Document: 
CEDG. Below. Angle 90 degrees

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1624 2.1624 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

Electric Cable 
Dunston Metro 
Centre (Atlas 
Curve)

Up 
Main/Fast

Electricity Cable. RT Document: CEDG. 
Below. Angle 90 degrees

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1624 2.1624 HBG Buried Gas 
Pipe

12 Gas Main 
Dunston Metro 
Centre (Atlas 
Curve)

Up 
Main/Fast

High Pressure Gas Pipeline. RT 
Document: CEDG. Below. Angle 90 
degrees

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1637 2.1637 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

2.4m dia Sewer 
Dunston Metro 
Centre (Atlas 
Curve)

Up 
Main/Fast

Sewage. RT Document: CEDG. Below. 
Skew

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1648 2.1648 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

2.1m dia Sewer 
Dunston Metro 
Centre (Atlas 
Curve)

Up 
Main/Fast

Sewage. Diameter=2.1m. RT Document: 
CEDG. Below. Angle 90 degrees 

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

2.1648 2.1648 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

NEAR SITE OF 
BRIDGE 24A

Sewage. RT Document: RTP LP NO.376. 
7/056/560 RT PROP FILE REF NORTH 
BOUNDARY ACROSS TRACKS TO 
SOUTH BOUNDARY

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0051 3.0051 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

2.4m dia Sewer 
Dunston Metro 
Centre (Atlas 
Curve)

Up 
Main/Fast

Sewage. Diameter=2.4m. RT Document: 
CEDG. Below. Angle 90 degrees

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 

3.0066 3.0066 HSL Hazard 
Associated 
With Culvert

WEST DUNSTAN 
STAITHES

Stone & Brick Culvert. RT Document: 
LDN64.

Page 2 of 7Network Rail National Hazard Directory | Reports
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JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0100 3.0770 EKU Invasive / 
Injurious 
Plants

Metro Centre 
Station to Witches 
Hat access

Up 
Main/Fast

Japanese Knotweed. Located in old 
trackbed east of station IIW/067

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0112 3.0112 HBS Buried S&T 
Cable

Signal Cable Route 
- Dunston Metro 
Centre (Atlas C

Up 
Main/Fast

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0132 4.0088 EKF Landfill Gases GATESHEAD 
METROCENTRE

Down 
Main/Fast

LANDFILL GAS. This stretch of railway 
has been identified as being at risk from 
the migration of landfill gasses. 
Appropriate precautions should be taken. 
For further information please contact 
nationalminingengineer@networkrail.co.uk

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0191 3.0191 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

2.4m dia Sewer 
Dunston Metro 
Centre (Atlas 
Curve)

Up 
Main/Fast

Sewage. Diameter=2.4m. RT Document: 
CEDG. Below. Angle 90 degrees

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0193 3.0193 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

WHICKHAM 
JUNCTION

Sewage. RT Document: RTP LP NO.376. 
M.6207 OLD PROP MISC REF 
BOUNDARY FENCE ACROSS TRACKS 
TO BOUNDARY FENCE

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0198 3.0198 HSL Hazard 
Associated 
With Culvert

Culvert Dunston 
Metro Centre 
(Atlas Curve)

Up 
Main/Fast

Stone & Brick Culvert. RT Document: 
CEDG. Below. Angle 90 degrees

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0220 3.0220 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

EAST OF BRIDGE 
NO 26

Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.375. M4079 OLD PROP MISC REF 
NO LOCATION MARKED ON PLAN

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0330 3.0550 HSD Hazard 
Associated 
With Drain

North Ferriby 
Reline Culvert

Records Centre document location: 
ACC0396/7 172/5. For further information 
contact the Records Centre 03 74347.

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 

3.0336 3.0336 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

Adjacent to Cross 
Lane U/B, 
Gateshead

All/Multiple 
Tracks

4 no. 90mm MDPE ducts containing 
electricity cables have been installed at a 
depth of 6.0 metres below rail level. 
Submitted by A Collins 19.02.02. Input by 
M Carter 19.02.02.
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Mileage 
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Hazard 
Code

Hazard 
Description

Local Name Track ID Free Text

MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0344 3.0344 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

Adjacent to Cross 
Lane U/B, 
Gateshead

All/Multiple 
Tracks

4 no. 90mm MDPE ducts containing 
electricity cables have been installed at a 
depth of 6.0 metres below rail level. 
Submitted by A Collins 19.02.02. Input by 
M Carter 19.02.02.

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0358 3.0358 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

Sewer - Dunston 
Metro Centre 
(Atlas Curve)

Up 
Main/Fast

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0359 3.0359 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

WEST OF 
BRIDGE NO 26

Sewage. RT Document: RTP LP NO.375. 
7056/594 OLD PROP CORRES REF 
WEST OF BRIDGE AT CROSS LANE 
DUNSTON POWER STATION 
BOUNDARY FENCE ACROSS TRACKS 
TO BOUNDARY FENCE

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0479 3.0479 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

BRIDGE NO 27 Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.375. 07988/0177 RT PROP MENTOR 
REF THERE U/G CABLES. HIGH 
VOLTAGE. IN ROAD CENTRE

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0479 3.0490 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

BRIDGE NO 27 Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.375. 07988/0186 RT PROP MENTOR 
REF U/G CABLE TO BRIDGE 22KV 
SOUTH SIDE OF BRIDGE

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0497 3.0497 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

WEST OF 
BRIDGE 27

Sewage. RT Document: RTP LP NO.375. 
NER AGT 4484. 27722. RT PROP DEED 
REF 400mm DIAM OUTFALL SURFACE 
PIPE TO CAMERON DERS LTD + 
GATESHEAD MDC DATED 30.8.85 AT 
ANGLE ACROSS TRACKS BETWEEN 
BOUNDARY FENCES SOUTH OF 
DUNSTON POWER STATION

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0628 3.0628 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.375. 07988/0180 RT PROP MENTOR 
REF 3 x 11KV U/G CABLES SUPPLY TO 
METRO CENTRO. NORTH TO SOUTH 
BOUNDARYS ACROSS TRACKS

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0683 3.0745 HWR Red Zone 
Working 
Prohibited

Gateshead Metro 
Centre Station

Working between platforms

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0695 3.0695 HB Buried 
Service

METRO CENTRE 
STATION

High Pressure Pipeline
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ELR ELR Name Mileage 
From

Mileage 
To

Hazard 
Code

Hazard 
Description

Local Name Track ID Free Text

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0701 3.0701 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

METRO CENTRE 
STATION

Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.376. 07988/0150 RT PROP MENTOR 
REF PILOT CABLES FROM NORTH 
BOUNDARY TO SLOPE BASE ON 
SOUTH SIDE OF TRACKS

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0726 3.0726 HCC Restricted 
Clearance

Gateshead Metro 
Centre

Working between Platforms

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0726 3.0726 MAV Authorised 
Access Point - 
Vehicle

Metro Centre 
Station NE11 9GA

Up 
Main/Fast

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0730 3.0730 HCS Shunting 
Movements

Gateshead Metro 
Station

Train movements.

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0730 3.0730 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

Metro Centre 
Station 
[Gateshead]

Electricity Cable - To pilot cables at 
mileage 3.0701.

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0730 3.0730 EKO Other 
Contamination

Metro Centre 
Station 
[Gateshead]

Rats. Weils Disease., underneath 
platforms. Possible.

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0917 3.0924 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

BRIDGE NO 28 Sewage. RT Document: RTP LP NO.376. 
7/056/570 RT PROP FILE REF 1800mm 
PIPE FROM SOUTH TO NORTH 
BOUNDARY

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.0921 3.0934 HSD Hazard 
Associated 
With Drain

BRIDGE NO 28 Drain pipe. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.376. NER AGMT 4502. NOTING 
27827. RT PROP DEED REF 1800mm + 
1200mm LAND DRAIN. SOUTH TO 
NORTH BOUNDARY AGREEMENT AGT 
TO GATESHEAD METRO BORO 
COUNCIL DATED 22.1.86

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.1240 3.1240 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

6 Diameter Sewer ZIAR Ref No_277056_ Interim Reference 
No_HZ_18966 _Notes: Laid by Basford 
RDC, - Railtrack Property Land Plan No; 
458

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 

3.1550 3.1615 HBG Buried Gas 
Pipe

High Pressure Gas Pipeline. RT 
Document: RTP LP NO.376. 7/056/591 
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Local Name Track ID Free Text

(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

APPROACH TO 
DERWENTHAUGH 
JUNCTION

RT PROP FILE REF FROM N.E 
BOUNDARY FENCE PARALLEL 
WESTWARDS TO TRACK - ACROSS 
TRACK TO SOUTH BOUNDARY FENCE 
AT END MILES

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.1580 3.1590 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

APPROACH TO 
DERWENTHAUGH 
JUNCTION

Sewage. RT Document: RTP LP NO.376. 
7/056/560 RT PROP FILE REF. NOTING 
27602. NER AGMT 4427 RT PROP 
DEED REF 1.52m + 1.78m DIAM PIPES 
AND 3 MANHOLES NORTHUMBRAIN 
WATER AUTHORITY DATED 10.9.1984 
FROM NORTH SIDE AT PREVIOUS 
TRACK ACROSS TRACK DOWN 
SLOPES TO SOUTH BOUNDARY 
FENCE

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.1584 3.1716 HCF Restricted 
Sighting

Swalwell Curve

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

3.1716 3.1716 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

Derwenthaugh 
Relay Room: 
Electrical 
Installation 

Electricity Cable. RT Document: 
DH/E /1 /1: Location 32891. Contact the 
Records Centre for further information. 03 
74347. 

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

4.0036 4.0072 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

DERWENTHAUGH 
JUNCTION

Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.376. 7/056/595 RT PROP FILE REF 
11KV U/G CABLE AND 250V CABLE 
FROM KIOSK AND WESTWARDS 
ROUTE SOUTH OF SIGNAL BOX

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

4.0038 4.0038 HB Buried 
Service

DERWENTHAUGH 
JUNCTION

High Tension Cable. RT Document: RTP 
LP NO.376. 7/056/595 RT PROP FILE 
REF POLE ACONNTED SUB STATION

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

4.0272 4.0378 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

WEST OF 
BRIDGE NO 29

Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.376. 02788/0101 RT PROP MENTOR 
REF O/H POWER LINE FROM SOUTH 
TO NORTH BOUNDARY FENCES

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

4.0396 4.0396 MAP Authorised 
Access Point - 
Pedestrian

Skiff Inn Level 
Crossing NE16 
3BE

Down 
Main/Fast

Near Skiff Inn, Clasper Way, off Riverside 
Way. 2 single gates. Track access on foot 
only. No vehicular access or parking.

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

4.0410 4.0410 HBF Buried Foul 
Water Service

BRIDGE NO 30 Sewage. RT Document: RTP LP NO.376. 
7/056/589 RT PROP FILE REF 450mm 
DIAM PIPE NORTH - SOUTH 
BOUNDARY FENCES

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 

4.0422 4.0422 HBE BRIDGE NO 30
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Local Name Track ID Free Text

(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.376. M.4765 OLD PROP MISC REF 
NO EXACT LOCATION NOTED

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

4.0429 4.0429 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

BRIDGE NO 30 Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.376. M4144 OLD PROP MISC REF 
NORTH TO SOUTH BOUNDARY 
FENCES AND ACROSS TRACK

NEC1 NEWCASTLE 
- CARLISLE 
(KING 
EDWARD 
BRIDGE STH 
JN - 
MILEAGE 
CHANGE)

4.0430 4.0430 HBE Buried 
Electrical 
Cables

BRIDGE NO 30 Electricity Cable. RT Document: RTP LP 
NO.376. M12242 OLD PROP MISC REF 
NO EXACT LOCATION/ROUTE NOTED
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Purser Richard

From: Linton Tom on behalf of NRG Enquiries
Sent: 02 November 2017 17:03
To: OP Buried Services Enquiries
Cc: BS_Transmittals
Subject: Underground Services search:   **OP** Land off Riverside Way and A1, Gateshead 

(LNE173654)
Attachments: LNE173654.xlsx

Thank you for your recent enquiry for buried services records from the NRG.  
 

In reference to **OP** Land off Riverside Way and A1, Gateshead 
 
 No records have been  found 
 Record(s) sent via email 
48  Record(s) sent via CD/DVD 
  Record(s) sent via SharePoint 
 
Please note that all other aspects including the Utility Companies search results will be sent to you separately by 
the Underground Services Team. 
 
Please direct all queries to undergroundservices@networkrail.co.uk. 
 
Kind regards, 
National Records Group 
 
The information contained in these records is indicative only and should not be relied on for any purpose. No 
warranty or guarantee is given as to its accuracy or completeness and no liability is accepted by Network Rail for any 
errors or omissions or for the consequences of reliance on this information for any purpose. The actual position of 
infrastructure, plant, equipment and boundaries must be verified on site and the position of any underground cables 
or service pipes verified by cable detector or other suitable means. This information is confidential and should not 
be divulged to any other person or used for a purpose other than the purpose for which it was requested. The 
document may not be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means without 
the permission of Network Rail. 
 
 
  
Tom Linton 
Records Assistant   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Route Services | National Records Group 
 
National Record Centre | Audax Road | Clifton Moor | York YO30 4US  
T 01904 386352 | E Tom.Linton@networkrail.co.uk 
W networkrail.co.uk 
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Scale:
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Date:
Grid Ref:

Internal Use Only

1:1250

08/11/2017
420042,563112

Title:

This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned,
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed.
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus.
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.

Scale in metres

CPSU1546
Normal
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Date:
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Internal Use Only
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08/11/2017
420046,562865

Title:

This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned,
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed.
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus.
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.

Scale in metres
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User ID:
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Internal Use Only

1:1250

08/11/2017
420047,562615

Title:

This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned,
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed.
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus.
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.

Scale in metres
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Internal Use Only
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08/11/2017
420045,562374

Title:

This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned,
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed.
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus.
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
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Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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the sanction of the controller of HM 
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
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the sanction of the controller of HM 
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
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the sanction of the controller of HM 
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
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Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
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Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
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Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
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the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, 
may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. 
Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution 
Network, or their agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and 
other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. 
The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.

This plan is reproduced or based on the 
OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with 
the sanction of the controller of HM 
Stationary Office. Crown Copyright 
Reserved.
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Important Safety Guidance 
 
 
Northern Gas Networks is the gas distribution company for the North East, Yorkshire and 
Northern Cumbria.  We own about 37,000km of gas mains, plus other vital equipment, which 
supply gas to some 2.7 million homes and businesses. 
 
If you or one of your contractors plans to work near gas pipes or other Northern Gas 
Networks equipment you must let us know. 
 
Damaging gas pipes is dangerous and potentially very expensive.  Not only could it lead to a 
fire or explosion it could result in a large scale loss of gas supplies to local communities. 
 
Safety is Northern Gas Networks’ top priority.  We need to make sure no-one damages our 
equipment accidentally and puts either themselves or members of the public at risk. 
 
Our work in this area is covered by the Pipeline Safety Regulations and by the Northern Gas 
Networks’ Safety Case which is approved by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). 
 
Our web site www.northerngasnetworks.co.uk has safety guidance booklets which 
can be downloaded which will assist you when carrying out any works (see below).  
We strongly recommend that you use these as a reference guide prior to commencing 
works.   
 
Should you have any difficulties in downloading these documents please give us a ring on 
0845 634 0508 option 6. 
 
The guidance includes: 
 
Safe working in the vicinity of high pressure gas pipelines and associated 
installations 
 
Avoiding injury when working near gas pipes up to 7 bar 
 
Avoiding injury when working near gas pipes 
 
Important Safety Guidance 
 

 
Remember: If at any point during your works you ever smell gas call the National Gas 
Emergency Service free on 0800 111 999. 
 
  

http://www.northerngasnetworks.co.uk/
http://www.northerngasnetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Safe-working-in-the-vicinity-of-Northern-Gas-Networks-high-pressure-gas-pipelines-and-associated-installations1.pdf
http://www.northerngasnetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Safe-working-in-the-vicinity-of-Northern-Gas-Networks-high-pressure-gas-pipelines-and-associated-installations1.pdf
http://www.northerngasnetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Avoiding-Injury-when-working-near-gas-pipes2.pdf
http://www.northerngasnetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Gas-Pipe-Safety1.pdf
http://www.northerngasnetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Important-Safety-Guidance.pdf


   
 
 
 
Northern Gas Networks Plant Protection Officer 
  
 
Donald Gilbank      
Northern Gas Networks                                             
Pottery Fields House                                               
Kidacre Street                                                          
Leeds                                                                        
LS10 1BD         
 
                                                                    
Tel:  0113 276 8272     
E mail:  dgilbank@northerngas.co.uk                                                       

 
 
Examples of Higher Risk Works are (but not limited to): 
 

 Any excavation works within 3m of Intermediate and High Pressure Pipelines 

 Explosives within 250m of Intermediate and High Pressure Pipelines (30m for lower 
pressures) 

 Piling Works within 15m 

 Hot Works (welding, cutting, grinding, grit blasting) 

 Excavations within 10m of a pressure reduction unit 

 Mechanical Excavation within 0.5m of low/medium pressure mains, 3m for higher 
pressures (distance measured from the proven position of the gas pipe).   

 Excavations deeper than 1.5m 

 Trenchless technology 

 Chain trenching 

 Mains splitting 

 Heavy loadings i.e. cranes spoil deposits and heavy construction traffic 

 Auger operations, vertical and horizontal 

 Demolition works within 150m of Intermediate and High Pressure Pipelines (15m for 
lower pressures) 

 Surface mineral extraction 

 Deep mining 

 Land Filling 

 Hydraulic pressure testing 

 Seismic surveys 



Safe working in the vicinity of 

Northern Gas Networks high pressure 

gas pipelines and associated installations



Emergency Telephone Number for pipeline

damage or gas escapes

0800 111 999*

*All calls are recorded and may be monitored
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Foreword

This specification was approved by the transmission policy engineer, as document

number T/SP/SSW22 on 3rd November 2003 for use throughout Northern Gas

Networks.

Comments and queries regarding the technical content of this engineering

document should be directed to;

Standards Section

Northern Gas Networks

Thorpe Park

1100 Century Way

Leeds LS15 8TU

Northern Gas Networks documents are revised, when necessary, by the issue of

new editions. Users should ensure that they are in possession of the latest edition.

Compliance with this engineering document does not confer immunity from

prosecution for breach of statutory or other legal obligations.

Contractors and other users external to Northern Gas Networks should direct 

their requests for further copies of Northern Gas Networks engineering 

documents to the department or group responsible for the initial issue of their

contract documentation.

Disclaimer

This engineering document is provided for use by Northern Gas Networks and

such of its contractors as are obliged by the terms of their contracts to comply 

with this engineering document. Where this engineering document is used by any

other party, it is the responsibility of that party to ensure that the engineering

document is correctly applied.
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Introduction

This specification is for issue to third parties carrying

out work in the vicinity of high pressure gas pipelines

(above 7 bar gauge) and associated installations and

is provided to ensure that individuals planning and

undertaking work take appropriate measures to

prevent damage.

Any damage to a high-pressure gas pipeline or its

coating can affect its integrity and can result in failure

of the pipeline with potential serious hazardous consequences for individuals 

located in the vicinity of the pipeline if it were to fail. It is therefore essential that 

the procedures outlined in this document are complied with when working near to 

a high pressure, above 7 bar gauge, pipeline. If any work is considered by Northern

Gas Networks to be in breach of the requirements stipulated in this document then

the Northern Gas Networks responsible person will suspend the work until the 

non-compliances have been rectified.

The Pipelines Safety Regulations state that “No person shall cause such damage 

to a pipeline as may give rise to a danger to persons” (Regulation 15). Failing to

comply with these requirements could therefore also result in prosecution by the

Health and Safety Executive (HSE).

The requirements in this document are in line with the requirements of the IGE

(Institute of Gas Engineers) recommendations IGE/SR/18 Edition 2 – Safe Working

Practices To Ensure The Integrity Of Gas Pipelines And Associated Installations and

the HSE’s guidance document HS(G)47 Avoiding Danger from Underground Services.

It is the responsibility of the third party to ensure that any work carried out also

conforms with the requirements of the Construction and Design Management

Regulations and all other relevant health and safety legislation.

Specification for 

Safe working in the vicinity of Northern Gas Networks

high pressure gas pipelines and associated

installations – requirements for third parties
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When carrying out work in the vicinity of a high pressure pipeline

follow the following process

OBSERVE RESTRICTIONS

Observe Northern Gas Networks  restrictions on the allowed proximity of mechanical excavators

and other power tools and the measures to protect the pipeline from construction vehicles when

carrying out the work – Sections 5, 6 and 7 of this document.

Note: Northern Gas Networks may wish to supervise the work, consult Northern Gas Networks 

to confirm whether or not this is the case.

INFORM NORTHERN GAS NETWORKS AND REQUEST PIPELINE LOCATION

Inform Northern Gas Networks prior to carrying out work and arrange for Northern Gas Networks

to locate the pipeline – Section 4 of this document.

Note: at least 7 working days notice is normally required.

CONSIDER SAFETY

Consider the safety requirements – Section 3 of this document.

CONTACT NORTHERN GAS NETWORKS

Contact Northern Gas Networks to obtain formal consent – Section 2 of this document.

Note: at least 7 working days notice prior to commencement of the work is normally required.
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IMPORTANT: This flowchart should be used in conjunction with the entire SSW22

document and not in isolation, AND if at any time during the works the pipeline is

damaged even slightly then observe the precautions in Section 10 of this document.

IF IN DOUBT CONTACT NORTHERN GAS NETWORKS

CONSULT National Gas Networks

Consult Northern Gas Networks prior to any backfilling over, alongside or under the pipeline and

obtain Northern Gas Networks’ agreement to proceed. Normally Northern Gas Networks require

48 hours notice prior to backfilling – Section 9 of this document.

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

If work involves any of the following activities:

No-Dig Techniques Hot Work Landfilling

Increase in Cover Blasting Pressure Testing

Piling Surface Mineral Extraction Seismic Surveys

Demolition Deep Mining

Comply with the requirements in Section 8 of this document.



1. Scope

This specification sets out the safety precautions and other conditions affecting the

design, construction and maintenance of services, structures and other works in the

vicinity of Northern Gas Networks pipelines and associated installations operating 

at pressures greater than 7 bar gauge, located in both negotiated easements 

(see Section 12) and public highways.

2. Formal Consent

High pressure pipelines are generally laid across country within an easement agreed

with the landowner or within the highway. 

As the required arrangements for working within an easement and working within

the highway differ, this document has been structured to highlight the specific

requirements for these two types of area where work may be carried out.

In Scotland a ‘Deed of Servitude’, known generally as a ‘wayleave’ is considered

equivalent to ‘easement’ in this document.

Generally, normal agricultural activities are not considered to affect the integrity of the

pipeline, however consult Northern Gas Networks prior to undertaking deep

cultivation in excess of 0.5 metres.

In all other cases no work shall be undertaken in the vicinity of the pipeline without

the formal written consent of Northern Gas Networks.

Any documents, handed to contractors on site by Northern Gas Networks, must be

signed for by the site manager. Northern Gas Networks will record a list of these

documents using the form in Appendix A, and the contractor should maintain a

duplicate list.

2.1 Within An Easement

The promoter of any works (see Section 12) within an easement must provide

Northern Gas Networks with details of the proposed works including a method

statement of how the work is intended to be carried out.

Work must not go ahead until formal written consent has been given by Northern

Gas Networks. This will include details of Northern Gas Networks’ protection

requirements, contact telephone numbers and the emergency telephone number.
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On acceptance of Northern Gas Networks’

requirements the promoter of the works must give

Northern Gas Networks 7 working days notice, or

shorter only if agreed with Northern Gas Networks,

before commencing work on site.

2.2 Within the Highway

Work must be notified to Northern Gas Networks 

in accordance with the requirements of The New

Roads and Street Works Act (NRSWA) and HS(G)47.

The promoter of any works within the highway should provide Northern Gas

Networks with details of the proposed works including a method statement of how

the work is intended to be carried out. This should be submitted 7 working days

before the planned work is to be carried out or shorter, only if agreed with Northern

Gas Networks. If similar works are being carried out at a number of locations in

close proximity a single method statement should be adequate.

Work should not go ahead until formal written consent has been given by Northern

Gas Networks. This will include details of Northern Gas Networks’ protection

requirements, contact telephone numbers and the emergency telephone number.

3. HS&E Considerations

3.1 Safe Control of Operations

All working practices must be agreed by Northern Gas Networks prior to work

commencing. All personnel working on site must be made aware of the potential

hazard of the pipeline and the actions they should follow in case of an emergency.

The Site Document Control Form (Appendix A) should be used to record the list 

of relevant documents that have been provided by Northern Gas Networks to 

the contractor.

3.2 Deep Excavations

Special consideration should be given to the hazards associated with deep

excavations. The HSE document CIS08 ‘Safety in Excavations’ provides further

guidance and is available on the HSE web site www.hse.gov.uk
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3.3 Positioning of Plant

Mechanical excavators must not be sited or moved above the pipeline unless written

authority has been given by the Northern Gas Networks responsible person.

Mechanical excavators must not dig on one side of the pipeline with the cab of the

excavator positioned on the other side.

Mechanical excavators and other traffic must be positioned far enough away from

the pipeline trench to prevent trench wall collapse.

3.4 General

Activities associated with working in the vicinity of pipelines operating above 7 bar

gauge may have impact on the safety of the general public, Northern Gas Networks

staff and contractors, and may affect the local environment. Contractors must carry

out suitable and adequate risk assessments prior to the commencement of work to

ensure that all such issues are properly considered and risks mitigated.

4. Pipeline Locating

Where formal consent to work has been given, the third party must give 7 working

days notice or shorter, only if agreed with Northern Gas Networks, to ensure that the

pipeline is suitably located and marked out by Northern Gas Networks prior to the

work commencing.

Prior to work commencing on site the pipeline must be located and pegged or

suitably marked out by Northern Gas Networks personnel. In exceptional

circumstances with the prior agreement of Northern Gas Networks the locating 

and marking out of the pipeline could be carried

by competent third parties on behalf of the

contractor as long as Northern Gas Networks 

is assured of their competence and the

procedures to be followed.

Safe digging practices, in accordance with HSE

publication HS(G)47 should be followed as both

direct and consequential damage to gas plant

can be dangerous both to employees and to the

general public.
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Previously agreed working practices should be reviewed and revised based on

current site conditions. Any changes must be agreed by the Northern Gas Networks

responsible person.

The requirements for trial holes to locate the pipeline or determine levels at crossing

points must be determined on site by the Northern Gas Networks responsible person.

The excavation of all trial holes must be supervised by the Northern Gas Networks

responsible person.

5. Slabbing and other protective measures

No protective measures including the installation of concrete slab protection should

be installed over or near to the Northern Gas Networks pipeline without the prior

permission of Northern Gas Networks. Northern Gas Networks will need to agree the

material, the dimensions and method of installation of the proposed protective

measure. The method of installation must be confirmed through the submission of a

formal written method statement from the contractor to Northern Gas Networks.

Where permanent slab protection is to be applied over the pipeline Northern Gas

Networks will normally carry out a survey (Pearson Survey) of the pipeline to check

that there is no existing damage to the coating of the pipeline prior to the slab

protection being put in place. Northern Gas Networks must therefore be contacted

prior to the laying of any slab protection to arrange for them to carry out this survey.

The safety precautions detailed in Sections 3 and 6 of this document should also be

observed during the installation of the pipeline protection.

6. Excavation

6.1 In Proximity to a Pipeline in an Easement

Third parties may excavate, unsupervised, with a powered mechanical excavator no

closer than 3 metres to the Northern Gas Networks located pipeline and with hand held

power tools no closer than 1.5 metres. Any fitting, attachment or connecting pipework

on the pipeline must be exposed by hand. All other excavation shall be by hand.

Consideration may be given to a relaxation of these limits by agreement with the

Northern Gas Networks responsible person on site and only whilst he remains on

site. In this case a powered mechanical excavator shall not be allowed to excavate

closer than 0.6 metres to the nearest part of the pipeline.

9



Where sufficient depth of cover exists, following evidence from hand dug trial holes,

light tracked vehicles may be permitted to strip topsoil to a depth of 0.25 metres,

using a toothless bucket.

No topsoil or other materials should be stored within the easement without the

written permission of Northern Gas Networks.

No topsoil or materials shall be stored over the pipeline.

No fires shall be allowed in the easement strip or close to above ground gas

installations.

After the completion of the work the level of cover over the pipeline should be the

same as that prior to work commencing unless agreed otherwise with the Northern

Gas Networks responsible person.

No new service shall be laid parallel to the pipeline within the easement. In special

circumstances, and only with formal written agreement from Northern Gas

Networks, this may be relaxed for short excursions where the service shall be laid no

closer than 0.6 metres to the side of the pipeline.

Where work is being carried out parallel to the pipeline within or just alongside the

easement a post and wire fence must be erected as a protective barrier between

the works and the pipeline.

6.2 In Proximity to a Pipeline in 

the Highway

Removal of the bituminous or concrete highway

surface layer by mechanical means is permitted

to depth of 0.3 metres, although the use of chain

trenchers to do this shall not be permitted within

3 metres of the pipeline. The Northern Gas

Networks responsible person may want to

monitor this work.

Where the bituminous or concrete highway surface layer extends below 0.3 metres

deep it should only be removed by handheld power assisted tools under the

supervision of the Northern Gas Networks responsible person. In exceptional

circumstances, and following a risk assessment, these conditions may be relaxed 

by the Northern Gas Networks responsible person.
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Third parties may excavate, unsupervised, with a powered mechanical excavator no

closer than 3 metres to the located Northern Gas Networks pipeline and with hand

held power tools no closer than 1.5 metres. Any fitting or attachment must be

exposed by hand.

In special circumstances consideration may be given to a relaxation of these rules by

agreement with the Northern Gas Networks responsible person on site and only

whilst he remains on site.

The use of ‘No dig’ techniques is covered in Section 8.1.

Any new service running parallel to the pipeline should be laid no closer than

0.6 metres to the side of the pipeline (see Section 6.4).

6.3 Crossing Over a Pipeline

Where a new service is to cross over the pipeline a clearance distance of 0.6 metres

between the crown of the pipeline and underside of the service must be maintained.

If this cannot be achieved the service must cross below the pipeline with a clearance

distance of 0.6 metres.

In special circumstances this distance may be reduced at the discretion of the

Northern Gas Networks responsible person on site.

6.4 Crossing Below a Pipeline

Where a service is to cross below the pipeline a clearance distance of 0.6 metres

between the crown of the service and underside of the pipeline must be maintained.

The exposed pipeline should be suitably supported. Where lengths of pipeline

greater than 5 metres are to be exposed and unsupported the Northern Gas

Networks responsible person shall be consulted and a stress analysis shall be

required in order to establish support requirements. The stress analysis should be

carried out by individuals with demonstrated expertise in this area, Northern Gas

Networks can be consulted for advice on suitable specialists. Northern Gas

Networks may request a copy of the stress analysis to confirm its adequacy. 

Such supports must be removed prior to backfilling.

The exposed pipeline must be protected by matting and suitable timber cladding.
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6.5 Cathodic Protection

Cathodic Protection is applied to all of Northern Gas Networks’ above 7 bar gauge

buried steel pipelines and is a method of protecting pipelines with damaged coatings

from corrosion by maintaining an electrical potential difference between the pipeline

and anodes placed at strategic points along the pipeline.

Where a new service is to be laid and similarly protected, Northern Gas Networks

will undertake interference tests to determine whether the new service is interfering

with the cathodic protection of the Northern Gas Networks pipeline.

Should any cathodic protection posts or associated apparatus need moving to

facilitate third party works reasonable notice, typically 7 working days, shall be given

to Northern Gas Networks. Northern Gas Networks will undertake this work and any

associated costs will be borne by the third party.

7. Construction Traffic

Where existing roads cannot be used

construction traffic shall ONLY cross the pipeline

at previously agreed locations. All crossing points

will be fenced on both sides with a post and wire

fence and with the fence returned along the

easement for a distance of 6 metres. The pipeline

shall be protected at the crossing points by

temporary rafts of either sleeper or reinforced

concrete construction, constructed at ground level. The Northern Gas Networks

responsible person will review ground conditions, vehicle types and crossing

frequencies to determine the type and construction of the raft required.

8. Specific Activities

This section details the precautions that need to be taken when carrying out certain

prescribed activities in the vicinity of the pipeline. Consult Northern Gas Networks if

you are intending to undertake one of the listed prescribed activities and/or you

require further advice on whether the work that you are intending to undertake has

the potential to affect the pipeline.
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8.1 No-Dig Techniques

Where the contractor intends using no dig techniques then a formal method

statement must be produced for all work that would encroach (either above or

below ground) within the pipeline easement. This method statement must be

formally agreed with Northern Gas Networks prior to the commencement of the

work. Northern Gas Networks may wish to be present when the work is being

carried out and must therefore be given adequate advance notice before the

commencement of the work.

8.2 Increase in Cover

A pipeline integrity assessment must be provided for situations involving a final cover

depth exceeding 2.5 metres. This assessment should take due account of both soil

‘dead’ loading and ground settlement due to earthworks. Embankment design and

construction over pipelines must give consideration to prevention of any instability.

Expert advice may need to be sought which can be arranged through Northern Gas

Networks.

8.3 Piling

No piling will be allowed within 15 metres of a pipeline without an assessment of the

vibration levels at the pipeline. The peak particle velocity at the pipeline should be

limited to a maximum level of 75 mm/sec. Where the peak particle velocity is

predicted to exceed 50 mm/sec, the ground vibration shall be monitored by the

contractor and the results available to the Northern Gas Networks responsible

person at their request. A typical monitoring device would be the Vibrock V801

seismograph and tri-axial geophone sensor.

Where ground conditions are of submerged granular deposits of silt and sand, an

assessment of the effect of vibration on settlement and liquefaction at the pipeline

shall be made. 

Expert advice may need to be sought which can be arranged through Northern 

Gas Networks.
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8.4 Demolition

No demolition is allowed within 150 metres of a pipeline without an assessment of

the vibration levels at the pipeline. The peak particle velocity at the pipeline must be

limited to a maximum level of 75 mm/sec. Where the peak particle velocity is

predicted to exceed 50 mm/sec, the ground vibration shall be monitored by the

contractor and the results available to the Northern Gas Networks responsible

person at their request.

Where ground conditions are submerged granular deposits of silt or sand, an

assessment of the effect of vibration on settlement and liquefaction at the pipeline

shall be made.

Expert advice may need to be sought which can be arranged through Northern 

Gas Networks.

8.5 Blasting

No blasting is allowed within 250 metres of a pipeline without an assessment of the

vibration levels at the pipeline. The peak particle velocity at the pipeline must be

limited to a maximum level of 75 mm/sec. Where the peak particle velocity is

predicted to exceed 50 mm/sec, the ground vibration must be monitored by the

contractor and the results available to the Northern Gas Networks responsible

person at their request.

Where ground conditions are of submerged granular deposits of silt or sand, an

assessment of the effect of vibration on settlement and liquefaction at the pipeline

shall be made.

Expert advice may need to be sought which can be arranged through Northern 

Gas Networks.

8.6 Surface Mineral Extraction

An assessment must be carried out on the

effect of surface mineral extraction activity

within 100 metres of a pipeline. Consideration

should also be given to extraction around

groundbeds and other pipeline associated

plant and equipment.
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Where the mineral extraction extends up to the pipeline easement, a stable slope

angle and stand-off distance between the pipeline and slope crest must be

determined by Northern Gas Networks. The easement strip should be clearly

marked by a suitable permanent boundary such as a post and wire fence, and

where appropriate, slope indicator markers shall be erected to facilitate the

verification of the recommended slope angle as the slope is formed, by the

contractor. The pipeline easement and slope needs to be inspected periodically to

identify any signs of developing instability. This may include any change of slope

profile including bulging, the development of tension cracks on the slope or

easement, or any changes in drainage around the slope. The results of each

inspection should be recorded.

Where surface mineral extraction activities are planned within 100 metres of the

pipeline but do not extend up to the pipeline easement boundary, an assessment,

by Northern Gas Networks must be made on whether the planned activity could

promote instability in the vicinity of the pipeline. This may occur where the pipeline is

routed across a natural slope or the excavation is deep. A significant cause of this

problem is where the groundwater profile is affected by changes in drainage or the

development of lagoons.

Where the extraction technique involves explosives the provisions of section 8.5

apply.

8.7 Deep Mining

Pipelines routed within 1 km of active deep mining may be affected by subsidence

resulting from mineral extraction. The determination of protective or remedial

measures will normally require expert assistance, which can be arranged through

Northern Gas Networks.

8.8 Landfilling

The creation of slopes outside of the pipeline easements may promote instability

within the vicinity of the pipeline. An assessment shall therefore be carried out, by

Northern Gas Networks on the effect of any landfilling activity within 100 metres of a

pipeline. The assessment is particularly important if landfilling operations are taking

place on a slope in which the pipeline is routed.
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8.9 Pressure Testing

Hydraulic pressure testing will not be permitted within 8 metres of the pipeline 

unless suitable precautions have been taken against the effects of a burst. These

precautions should include limiting of the design factor to 0.3 for the third party

pipeline for a distance of 6 metres either side of the Northern Gas Networks pipeline,

and the use of mill tested pipe or sleeving.

8.10 Seismic Surveys

Northern Gas Networks must be advised of any seismic surveying work in the

vicinity of pipeline that will result in Northern Gas Networks’ pipeline being subjected

to peak particle velocities in excess of 50 mm/sec. The ground vibration near to the

pipeline shall also be monitored by the contractor whilst the survey work is being

carried out. Where the peak particle velocity is predicted to exceed 50 mm/sec, the

ground vibration shall be monitored by the contractor and the results available to the

Northern Gas Networks responsible person at their request.

8.11 Hot Work

The Northern Gas Networks responsible person on site will supervise all welding,

burning or other ‘hot work’ that takes place within the easement.

9. Backfilling

Third parties must provide Northern Gas Networks with 48 hours

notice, or shorter notice only if agreed with Northern Gas

Networks, of the intent to backfill over, under or alongside the

pipeline. This requirement should also apply to any backfilling

operations alongside the pipeline within three metres of the pipeline. Any damage to

the pipeline or coating shall be reported to the Northern Gas Networks responsible

person in order that damage can be assessed and repairs can be carried out.

Minor damage to pipe coating and test leads shall be repaired by Northern

Gas Networks free of charge.

No backfilling should be undertaken without Northern Gas Networks’ agreement to

proceed. The Northern Gas Networks responsible person will stipulate the necessary

consolidation requirements.
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If the pipeline has been backfilled without the knowledge of the Northern Gas

Networks’ responsible person then he will require the material to be re-excavated in

order to enable the condition of the pipeline coating to be confirmed.

10. Action in the case of damage to the pipeline

If the Northern Gas Networks pipeline is damaged, even slightly, and even if no gas

leak has occurred then the following precautions must be taken immediately:

• Shut down all plant and machinery and extinguish any potential sources of

ignition.

• Evacuate all personnel from the vicinity of the pipeline.

• Notify Northern Gas Networks using the free 24 hour emergency telephone

number 0800 111 999*

• Notify the Northern Gas Networks responsible person or his office immediately

using the contact telephone number provided.

• Ensure no one approaches the pipeline.

• Do not try to stop any leaking gas.

11. References

NRSWA New Roads & Street Works Act

HS(G)47 Avoiding Danger from Underground Services

IGE/SR/18 Safe Working Practices to Ensure the Integrity of Gas Pipelines

and Associated Installations

CIS08 Safety in Excavations 

(HSE document)
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12. Glossary of terms

Contractor The person, firm or company with whom Northern Gas Networks

enters into a contract to which this specification applies, including

the contractor’s personal representatives, successors and 

permitted assigns.

Deed of In Scotland a ‘Deed of Servitude’ is considered equivalent to 

Servitude ‘easement’ in this document.

Easement Easements are negotiated legal entitlements between Northern 

Gas Networks and landowner and allow Northern Gas Networks 

to lay, operate and maintain pipelines within the easement strip.

Easement strips may vary in width typically between 6 and 25

metres depending on the diameter and pressure of the pipeline.

Consult Northern Gas Networks for details of the extent of the

easement strip where work is intended.

Liquefaction Liquefaction is a phenomenon in which the strength and stiffness 

of the soil is reduced by earthquake shaking or other rapid loading.

Liquefaction occurs in saturated soils, that is, soils in which the

space between individual particles is completely filled with water.

When liquefaction occurs, the strength of the soil decreases and

the ability of the soil to support pipelines or other components 

is reduced.

Pearson A survey used for locating coating defects on buried pipeline 

survey services.

Promoter of The person or persons, firm, company or authority for whom new 

new works services, structures or other works in the vicinity of existing

Northern Gas Networks pipelines and associated installations

operating above 7 bar gauge are being undertaken.

Northern Gas The person or persons appointed by Northern Gas Networks  

Networks with the competencies required to act as the Northern Gas 

responsible Networks representative for the purpose of the managing the 

person particular activity.

Wayleave General term which is considered equivalent to ‘easement’ in 

this document.
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APPENDIX A
SITE DOCUMENT CONTROL FORM – SAMPLE

Emergency Telephone No. 0800 111 999*

SITE DOCUMENT CONTROL FORM

Activity Reference:

Activity Location:

Site Manager: (name and telephone number)

Northern Gas Networks Contact: (name and telephone number)

The following documents were issued to
(individual’s name) of  (company name and address)

by (Northern Gas Networks representative) on (date)

Documents:

(List of documents)

Signed: (by the recipient)

Date of signature:

1 9*All calls are recorded and may be monitored



2 0 *All calls are recorded and may be monitored

SITE DOCUMENT CONTROL FORM

Emergency Telephone No. 0800 111 999*

SITE DOCUMENT CONTROL FORM

Activity Reference:

Activity Location:

Site Manager:

Northern Gas Networks Contact:

The following documents were issued to
of  

by on 

Documents:

Signed: 

Date of signature:



Northern Gas Networks contact details:

Emergency Telephone Number for pipeline

damage or gas escapes

0800 111 999*

*All calls are recorded and may be monitored
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GAS PIPE SAFETY
• You must have a site induction and read

relevant risk assessments to prevent injury

• You must know where gas pipes are – 
if in doubt ask your supervisor

• Before digging, gas pipes must be located by
hand dug trial holes

• Before using mechanical excavators always
locate gas pipes by hand dug trial holes

• You must not use a mechanical excavator within
0.5 metres of a low /medium pressure gas pipe
and within 3.0 m of an intermediate pressure
gas pipe

• Any concrete blocks near gas pipes must not
be removed  as they may be part of an
anchoring system – if in doubt contact
Northern Gas Networks

• Gas pipes must be supported as agreed and
detailed in the risk assessment

• Take care to avoid trench collapse and trench
sheets must not be placed against metallic gas
pipes

• To avoid injury use PPE as detailed in the
risk assessment

• Report all damage, no matter how slight. A
pipe pulled, but undamaged, may cause a
leak in a building with an explosion and injury
or loss of life

STOP – no work until a gas plan is available

LOOK – locate gas pipe first by hand excavation

LISTEN – to Northern Gas Networks instructions

TO OBTAIN ADVICE WHEN WORKING
NEAR GAS PIPES, YOUR LOCAL
CONTACT NUMBER IS 
0845 634 0508 (option 6) 
or fax 0191 2012384



• Do not attempt to stop the escape by filling the
hole as gas may enter buildings.

• Ask occupants of buildings adjacent to the
escape to leave until it has been established
that it is safe for them to return.

• Damage to a service supplying a building may
result in gas entering the building. Do not
attempt to operate any valves.

• Prevent any approach to the immediate vicinity
of the escape.

• Prohibit smoking and extinguish all naked
flames or other sources of ignition for at least
15m from the leakage.

• Assist Northern Gas Networks, Police or Fire
Services as requested.

*All calls are recorded and may be monitored

Avoiding injury when
working near gas pipes

If you cause a gas leak, or suspect a pipe
or equipment is leaking, you must take
the following actions immediately:
• Inform Northern Gas Networks immediately on

0800 111 999*.

• Get everyone away from the immediate
vicinity of the escape.

SMELL GAS CALL FREE
0800 111 999*

SMELL GAS CALL FREE
0800 111 999*

Designed and produced by Northern Gas Network
Communications. UUG2290C T/PR/DP1 Part 2



Access

Access to sites and to Northern Gas Networks apparatus must be

provided at all times. This includes temporary structures and spoil

heaps over Northern Gas Networks pipes.

Crossing Northern Gas Networks plant 

The placing of heavy construction plant, equipment, materials or

the passage of heavy vehicles over Northern Gas Networks

apparatus is prohibited unless specially agreed protective

measures (i.e. the construction of reinforced crossing points) have

been carried out. This is particularly important where reductions in

side support or ground cover are planned.

Working in wayleaves or easements

Work should not be undertaken within a Northern Gas Networks

wayleave/easement without the formal written consent of Northern

Gas Networks.

Exposed plant

Where excavations adjacent to gas apparatus affects its support,

the apparatus must be adequately supported and protected in

consultation with and to the satisfaction of Northern Gas

Networks. All exposed plant must be protected from impact.

Thrust blocks and supports must not be disturbed.

Where welding or other hot works involving naked flames is

contemplated this should only be carried out if it can be done

without damaging plastics or protective coatings of pipes. 

If you smell gas do not start work and call 0800 111 999*.

Shuttering must be constructed so as to prevent fresh concrete

encasing Northern Gas Networks apparatus and to maintain the

stated clearances.

If you damage Northern Gas Networks gas pipes or apparatus,

including damage to wrapping or sleeving you must call 

0800 111 999* immediately.

If you are working

in the vicinity of 

gas pipes above 

7 bar in pressure

please contact us

if you have not

already got a

copy of ‘SSW22
Safe working in
the vicinity of
Northern Gas
Networks high
pressure pipelines
and associated
installations’.

Produced by Northern Gas Networks Communications on behalf

of Network Strategy. πG2290L. 05/05.  T/PR/DP1 Part 2.

In the event of a query your local
contact number is:

Avoiding injury when working near gas pipes

Measures to stay safe and avoid damage when working 

near gas pipes operating at pressures of up to 7 bar
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The following protective measures must be taken

when excavating in the vicinity of Northern Gas

Networks apparatus at up to 7 bar pressure.

Reference should be made to the HSE Guidance Note

HSG 47 ‘Avoiding Danger from Underground Services’

and to ‘Utilities Guidelines on Positioning and Colour
Coding of Apparatus’.  This document can be

downloaded free of charge at www.njug.org.uk

To avoid injury to workers you must verify the details given

on plans or traced by electronic tracers by hand dug trial

holes and mark the position on site with suitable markers.

You must ensure full colour copies of Northern Gas

Networks plans are issued to the workers carrying out the

excavations.

Every possible precaution must be taken to avoid personal

injury or damage to Northern Gas Networks apparatus

during the progress of the works. Any costs incurred by

Northern Gas Networks for the repair of direct or

consequential damage will be recharged in full.

Northern Gas Networks reserves the right to divert any

affected apparatus if proved necessary during the course

of your works: the cost of which will be recharged.

Deep Excavations

If a sewer trench or any other water authority apparatus is to be constructed at greater than

1.5 metres deep near to a buried cast iron main, the model consultative procedure for pipeline

construction involving deep excavations applies. Northern Gas Networks is to be provided with

detailed drawings showing the line and width of the proposed sewer or other apparatus

trench, together with the soil group classifications of the area concerned.

Minimum Safe Working Distances

If you are carrying out any of the following activities

please contact Northern Gas Networks for further

guidance :-

Explosions, piling, boring and deep excavations.

Trial holes must be dug by hand to determine the

exact location of mains and services in advance of

excavating or thrust boring.

Mechanical excavations

Mechanical excavators (including breaker attachments) MUST NOT
be used within the following distances from gas mains and services.

Type of mains and services Hand excavations 

required inside

Low Pressure 0.5 metres

Medium Pressure 0.5 metres

Intermediate Pressure 3.0 metres

Surface boxes/manholes

Do not bury or move Northern Gas Networks surface boxes. Access must be

maintained both during and after your works. Northern Gas Networks reserve the

right to locate and/or realign any boxes not left in such condition upon completion of

your works and at your expense.  No manhole cover or other structure is to be built

over, around, or under a gas pipe and no work is to be carried out which results in a

reduction or increase in cover or protection, without agreement. 

Tree planting

If trees or shrubs are to be planted

adjacent to our plant, the selection

of the type of tree or shrub and its

planting must be considered so that

root damage to buried mains or

services will be avoided and that

damage to trees or shrubs will not

be caused by any subsequent

excavations for repair and

maintenance. Planting schemes

should be submitted to Northern

Gas Networks for approval. We

reserve the right to remove any

tree/bush at any time in the future.

Backfilling

Concrete backfill should not be placed closer than 300mm to apparatus. No concrete or

hard material should be placed under or adjacent to any apparatus.

Material used for the surround backfill of Northern Gas Networks plant must conform to the

following requirements:

• If sand, it must be well-graded in accordance with BS EN 12620: 2002.

• It must not contain any sharp particles.

• Foamed concrete should not be used.

• It must be laid to a minimum depth of 150mm above the crown of the apparatus.

Power ramming should not take place until a 250mm hand rammed layer has been

completed over the crown of the pipe.

Smell gas? Call free

0800 111 999*

*All calls are recorded and may be monitored.

If you cause a gas leak, or suspect
a pipe or equipment is leaking,
you must take the following
actions immediately:

• Inform Northern Gas Networks
immediately on 0800 111 999*.

• Get everyone away from the
immediate vicinity of the escape.

• Do not attempt to stop the escape
by filling the hole as gas may enter
buildings.

• Ask occupants of buildings
adjacent to the escape to leave until
it has been established that it is
safe for them to return.

• Damage to a service supplying a
building may result in gas entering
the building. Do not attempt to
operate any valves.

• Prevent any approach to the
immediate vicinity of the escape.

• Prohibit smoking and extinguish all
naked flames or other sources of
ignition for at least 15m from the
leakage.

• Assist Northern Gas Networks,
Police or Fire Services as
requested.Clearances

No apparatus is to be laid over and along the line of a gas pipe irrespective of clearance. To allow

the future repair and maintenance of gas apparatus, a minimum clearance of 250mm or 1.5 times

the external diameter of the gas pipe, which ever is the greater, should be maintained between

the gas apparatus and any new plant. Where this minimum clearance cannot be achieved, site

discussions should be held with Northern Gas Networks to agree a suitable clearance.
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